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NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS

It

Requires

Argument

no

the advantage of having a bank
The fact that a great majority of
men have one shown that a bank
account is well worth having.
to prove
account.

business

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
Ellsworth, Maine,
accepts accounts from

men of small affairs
as from those of large interests.
suggested that you open one even
though your bussness is not on a large
scale. The advantage of the account will
become more and more apparent with
every day’s experience.
as

well

It

is

WEEK.

i phone.
Winfred E Clark—Camp and typewriter tor
The first meeting of the literature club
•ale.
In bankruptcy—Joaeph V Daney.
will be held at the home of Miss M. A.
—Fred C Bickford.
Greely next Monday evening, Nov. 1. All
Exec notice—Est Ch*s H Frazier.
O A Parcher—Apothecary.
members are requested to be present as
Augusta, Mb:
the winter’s work on Germany will begin
Land sold for State and county tax.
at that time.
Portland, Mb:
Rev. W. F. Emery will preach Sunday
A H Berry Shoe Co.
morning and afternoon in the Methodist
Boston:
church at 10. 30 and from 3 to 4. Morning
The Magee furnaces and stoves.
A U Champlin—The Directed re folding hand
subject: “Words of Cheer from the Gloribag.
fied Dead.” Afternoon Subject: “la it
Miscellaneous:
I?” The public is cordially invited.
Diamond Quality work shoe.

Oipt. Charles L. Smith, who has been at
while his vessel, the
J>jok, has been discharging at Providence, R. I., left yesterday to rejoin the
vessel, which is chartered from New York
for Port au Prince, Hayti. Mrs. Smith

8CHB1DULE OF MAILS.

home two weeks

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

effect

Oct.

4,

MAILS RBCKIVBD.

From Wb9t— 7.13 a
From East— 11.07 a

m;
m;

4.28 aDd 8.08 p m.
12.08,5.55 and 10.22 p

mail closbs at

A group of individuals authorized
money and credits.

by law

to deal in

There will be a dance at Society hall
Saturday evening.
Monaghan’s dancing school will open
at Society ball next Tuesday evening.

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?
In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply thcac elementary principles

or

any other

teat ta

Th

the

Mrs. Fred Payson, of South Hope, is the
guest of Mrs. Henry L. Russell for a few

Total,
John A. Peter*, President.
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.

Si 00,000

a

66,500
100,000

clerk

on

at home

the
for

short vacation.
Walter J. Clark, jr., and wife have rea visit with friends in Gardiand Portland.

turned from
ner

S266,5oo

City Marshal Fuller arrived home from
the hospital at Bangor last Thursday, and

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey,
Henry W. Cushman,
I.. Blrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin C». Merrill,
Eugene Hale,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Aruo W. King;,
Mver Uallert.
Al’bert K. Mace.
Henry W. Sargent,
Bton M. Pike,

days.
Sidney R. Bonsey, mail
Bangor and Seareport run, is

ELLSWORTH,

Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders' Liability,

Ellsworth football team expects to
at Brewer next Saturday.

play Brewer

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
OF-

m.

postoppicb.

Going West—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
GotNo East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. PostofRce open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

WHAT IS A BANK?

improving rapidly.
A conclave of Blanquefort Commanderjr
will be held next Monday evening, Nov.
is

Fred A.Ch ndler,
Barney B. Havey.
Lucilius A. Emery,
Ellas P. Lawrence,
Henry H. Oray,

1, at

Work

7.30.

There will be

Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Spofford.

lodge,

F. and A.

for work.

A

on

Red Cross degree.

a meeting
of
Lygonia
M., to-morrow evening,

large attendance is desired.

Marriage intentions have been published
in Bangor of Miss Verna Giles, of Bangor, and J. Stephen Donovan, of Ellsworth.

Methodist church will
New England boiled dinner in
their dining parlors Wednesday Nov. 3, at
The ladies of the

serve

^

THE LITTLE FINANCIAL LEAKS

s

amounts

able

sum

by mail; It's perfectly safe and v'ry convenient. On re.|ne»t,
gladly explain ALL about this by-mall system.
EASTERN TRUST A BANItIMl CO., BANOOR, flAINE.
wilt)

H. C. Mason, who has been practicin Stoningion, is to open an
office in the Giles building in tala city
about Nov. 1.
Dr.

ing dentistry

Stop these leaks; Sturt a savings account »Ph
deposited often, with our Interest-help, wlii grow into (julte a
Jf you cannot call, do your banking
in a surpr singly short time.

often take the most money.
Sinai(

us

Branches

at

we

will

Old Town and -Vtachlas.

^

Clearance Sale
WALL PAPER

During Oct. and Nov.
To make room for new

spring hangings

A

WILL SELL ALL STOCK ON HAND NOW AT HALF PRICE
a

strictly

J. A. THOMPSON,

A Hallowe’en party will be given at
Hancock hall next'Friday evening, under
the auspices of the Old Home Week committee of 1906, to raise funds to wipe out,
it is hoped, the last of the deficiency for
that celebration. In addition to dancing,
with music by Monaghan’s orchestra, several novel features suitable to Hallowe’en
will be introduced. There will be two

fortune-telling booths, one presided aver
by a young lady and the other by a man.
The friends of N. H. Means gave him a
delightful surprise Monday when a party
of them arrived from Lamoine laden with
good things to serve a dinner, the occasion being his eighty-fifth birthday. The
friends were Mrs. F. L. Winterbotbam,
Mrs. M. L. Winterbotham, Mrs. M. J.
Dealsles and W. F. Deslsles. Capt. Means
also r.v;iived ’•emerahr/inces from his
He enjoys seeing
daughters in boston.
his friends as well as in younger days.
He is still active, farming quite exten-

the J udson Fox house.
The ladies who have been earning dollars
invited to meet with Mrs. Bernard
Jellison Thursday afternoon from 2 to 4
o’clock, and hand in their money. This
practice, started several years ago and

INSURANCE

N

Recall Cherry Juice is the
most economical insurance against
coughs you can get. One large

i

bottle will insure a whole family
against coughs, colds And grippe
for a whole year. Cheap insurance

The first dose
just one
teaspoonful will relieve your cough
—four doses will stop your cough
and a twenty.five cent bottle will
isn't it.

*

FOR THE AMERICAN.

aim

,he |atejt

,tylea Ijj > FALL

millinery
^ *“
*■

at

Biaisd«ii’a,
Ellsworth.

Now is the Time
to place your order for BULBS.
1‘lant this fall to be sure of early

spring flowers.

High St..

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 41

overseer

One

in the chair.

further busof the
death of Master Remick’s mother; and the
was
supper
postponed until Oct. 27.
The members of the grange have been
iness

COUGH

—

break up the worst cold you ever
had and we guarantee it like all the
Rexall Remedies in that if you are
not perfectly satisfied all you have
to do is return the bottle and get

your money,

4

0

Rexall Cherry Juice Couch
Syrup is pleasant to take, tart and
tasty and children like it.

Par bottle, 25c., 60c., $1.00.

E. G. MOORE, Druggist.
Cor. opp. Poet Office.
THE REXALL

STORE.

Three thousand Enfield Mimas
Sarah, widow of Gideon S. Cook, died plented In Green Lake recently.
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. G.
W. F. Chute,
M. Quinn and O. A.
Frank Newman, on Park street, last Bennoch are
loading cord wood for BaoOh
was
sevThursday evening. Mrs. Cook
ft Roblnaon, Bangor.
enty-six years of age. She had been in
The Eastern Manufacturing Ob., aft
end
failing health for some time, hut the
has bought the land of Colin Mas
came unexpectedly, from
heart failure. Bangor,
iensle, and haa a crew of twenty-thaaft
She leaves five children—Map. Newman
men
cutting logs. Later moss haaftft
and Mrs. Henry £. Davis, of Ellsworth;
will be employed..
Mrs. Frank E. Smith, of Gardiner, Mrs.
Frank Brackett, of Brookline, Maas., and
Sudden Death of Orland Man.
Hervey Cook, of Brooks, Mass.
John E. Genn. a well-known andbigUV*Mrs. Cook was a native of Waltham,
but most of her life had been spent in reepected resident of Orland, droppaA
dead Sunday night of heart disease. AM
Ellsworth, on the Cook farm, near the
was sixty-seven years old, and for sopite
river, where she lived until the death of
time lived on a farm at North Orland liftfc
her husband, five years ago, since which
moved to the village.
time she had made her home with her recently
daughters—Mrs. Newman and Mrs. Smith.
COMING EVENTS.
She was a good neighbor and a devoted
mother.

BX.LH WORTH.

Funeral services

held at the house
Sunday afternoon, Revs. R. B. Mathews
and P. A. A. Killam officiating.
were

Thursday, evening. Oct. 28,

at

Agricaftw

hall. North Ellsworth—Social dsaea
and supper under auspices of NscoliS
tnral

grange.

TIMOTHY DONOVAN.

—

was

accepted.
postponed on

was

All

account

disappointed on account of t he boss carpenter being unable to get to work on the
hall as soon as they anticipated, but he is
all ready to go to work this week.
A kindly lady who lives in New Jersey
evinces great interest in the personal welfare of her servants, an interest which led
her not

long

since to make

inquiry

of

a

touching the latter’s
domestic felicities. “I understand, Nora,”
said she, “that you have a model husband.” “Shure, mum, he’s the foinest a
gyurl could have,” was the enthusiastic
response. “If you could see th’ way he
trates me, mum, ye’d be after sayin’ he
were a frind instid of a husband.”
new

At

maid of all work

a

country far out in Kansas

went up to

a

tent where

WEST ELLSWORTH.

some

elk

a

man

were

on

SRftrrtisraunt*.

Miss Margaret Kemp is visiting relatives in Boston.
Mrs. L. M. Seeds has sold her place to
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy.

*

jpOKfORjT

Miss Louise Seeds will leave this week
for Hingham, Mass., for the winter.
Miss Julia H. Barron spent the weekwith her mother, Mrs. Grace W.

end

Barron.

The Conwray brothers have been busy
farmers’ barns with their threshing
machine.
at the

Mrs. L. M. Seeds and little granddaughMargaret will leave this week for a
visit in Portland.

The neid time you need working shoes—why net buy wear
instead of trouble. It costs
no more except for the ef-

ter

Augustine Carter and daughter Eleanor,
of Hancock Poiat, visited hif brother,
James W.

fort of

insisting on the
DIAMOND D. QUALITY

Carter, Sunday.

Mrs. Harold Carter, with son Ralph, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Calvin Springer,
at East Franklin, and her parents, W. L.
Hardison and

wife,

well

patronized

These are working shoes
made on honor, out of
old-fashioned leather
good
instead of new-fashioned
substitutes. You cannot be

at Sullivan.

The dance Monday night, Oct. 18,
and

a

good

sum

was
was

realized. Dr. Roscoe Varney and Vernie
Carter, of Old Town, furnished music free
for the benefit of the grange.

Charles and James Carter are at home
their vacations from Lynn, Mass.,
where they have been employed on the
electric cars. Their aunt, Mrs. Lydia A.
Booker, accompanied them, to visit relatives and friends.

deceived unless you wish
to be, as every shoe bears
our famous trade-mark.
They are for sale in the kind
of storesthat want you to
“come

on

again!’

LARK WOOD.
David Salsbury is in poor health.
Mrs. Charles Garland remains about the
same.

Ralph Garland is employed
a few days.

in

Ellsworth

for

The money order system has been established at the postofflee here.

Nearly all the potatoes have been harvested, and a good crop is reported.
Cecil Moore has been at work
for
Charles Garland the past few days.

WorkShoe

John 8. Lynam, of Rat Harbor, is spenda few -weeks
here with his usual

BOOTS and SHOES

ing

success.

I have opened
a department for the sale of Boots,
Shoes and Knbbers In connection with my Harness, Trunk,
Kobe and Blanket business.
I have selected the

Nelson R. Garland
and Mrs. Sadie
Sherman were married at Mrs. Ruby A.
Mercer’s Oct. 18, by Martin A. Garland,
esq.

Much has been said recently about the
crop of strawberry blossoms. A plant
was found Oct. 18, by Joseph E. Mercer,
which had six full-grown blossoms.
fall

Rayside Grange.
Bayside grange met Wednesday evening
candidate

* 1 L
L I N E R V

has aided

cordially invites all ladies.

Oct. 20, with

INSCRIBE

pleasant

a

greatly financially. Mrs. Jellison very

I

GREEN LAKE,

OBITUARY
MRS. SARAH COOK

—

up each year, has proved
feature in church work, and

J

FOHomoa.

Friday evening, Oct. 29, at Hancock halt
Timothy Donovan, city marshal of EllsHallowe’en party under auspioaa ui QMS
worth from 18118 to 1902, died Saturday at
the home of his brother, John K. Dono- Home Week committee of 1908.
van, aged forty-six years.
Monday evening, Nov. 1, at Metbodiak
Mr. Donovan was a native of Ellsworth, j vestry—Hallowe’en party by Calmdsurso~
and most of his life had been spent here. oiety.
For the past few years he had lived in
Wednesday, Nov. 3,12 o’clock, at Methis*
Gardiner, where he conducted a restau- dist church parlors—New England boded
between rant. He had
Saturday’s football
game
been visiting in Ellsworth
dinner; 25 cents.
Bucksport seminary and Ellsworth high this summer.
COUNTY.
school, was won by the visitors by a score
Mr. Donovan leaves a wife and three
Nov. 9—Farmers’ institute aft
of 5-0. This is the first time tile EllsTuesday,
children
Alice, Winifred and William,
worth boys have been scored against this
grange hall, West Eden.
who are in Gardiner.
season.
They were up against mnch
Wednesday, Nov. 10—Farmora’ institute
Funeral services were held at St. Joheavier players, bat held them well, and
seph’s Catholic church Monday forenoon, at grange hall, Orland.
had them on the defensive most of the Rev. Fr.
Flannigan officiating.
Nov. 19, 20, 21—Ellsworth Free flaplM
time. It was a good game, a credit to the
quarterly meeting at Dedham.
winners and no discredit to the losers.

kept

Main St.

V.

A special meeting of the city government was held last evening for bearing on
petition of the New England Telephone
and Telegraph Co. for permission to erect
poles and wires on School street, from
Main to State streets. Mayor Siiiionton,
Aid. Estey, Hagan and Small were present.
There was no remonstrance to the granting of the petition, and the board voted to
grant it.

are

cash sale ami no paper will be
exchanged or reserved. About fifty or more odd lots
of paper with border at very low prices.

This is to be

left at the same time for a visit of a few
weeks in Lisbon Falls, after which she
will go to Massachusetts for the winter.

Margaret Drurnmev left yesterday
for Portland,, where she has accepted a
sively.
position as telegraph operator at the
Lafayette hotel.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
The members of the Calendar society of
Mrs.
Kate
Dorr is having her barn rethe Methodist church will give a Hullowe’en party at the church vestry next Mon- paired and reshingled.
Mrs. Almond Jellison visited relatives
day evening, Nov. 1.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist in Waltham last week.
Charles W. Smith and wife have been
church will meet with Mrs. W. F. Emery,
corner Pine and Franklin streets, Thursvisiting relatives at Amherst several days.
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Edward Gosselin has moved his family
Schooner Melissa Trask, loaded with into the Frank Maddocks house on the
staves and heads by C. J. Treworgy for old Bangor road.
Newark, towed out Thursday of last week,
Arthur B. Mitchell. Leonard Jordan and
but was detained until yesterday for crew. George Austin were home from Bar Harbor
The Ellsworth high school football Monday, returning Tuesday.
team has secured the services of Mr. Gould,
Mrs. Helen Thomas, of Eden, who has
quarterback on Bowdoin’s team two years been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Edward
ago, as coach for the remainder of the P. Lord, returned home Tuesday.
season.
Mrs. Mary Parsons, of Mariaville, visited
“Joe, the Turk,” of Constantinople, will here last week on her return from a visit
be the special feature of the Salvation of several weeks in
Bangor and Bar HarArmy meetings here Wednesday, Thursday bor.
and Friday of this week. He will appear
George Higgins has sold his home to
Mrs. James Clark, who has already moved
asumistxttnu.
in. Mr. Higgins and family have rented
Miss

TO**

OF

a

12 o’clock.

os.

in full Turkish costume. He speaks and
in£8 in various languages, and plays the
double-jointed cornet, clarinet, and saxo-

at tii nuwoin

Last

week, while

at

work

on

the

O
X

from the Green Lake hatchery to the
station, Granville Tate received a bad injury to his ankle. While holding a chain

m.

and

Calvin

J.
Huson, Kalorama farm,
Penn Yan, N. Y., John Jeannin, jr.. Glenmoor farm. West Sand Lake, N. Y., and
distinguished speakers from Maine will
address the meetings.
Among the subjects to be discussed are

exhibition and stared wistfully up at the potato culture, small fruits, pork producsign. “I’d like to go in there,” he said to tion, the farmers’ garden, the importance
the keeper, “but it would be mean to go of pure seed, and stock-raising. The
in without your family, and I can’t afford topics will be open for general discussion.
to pay for my wife and seventeen children.” The keeper stared at him in
Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
astonishment. “Are all those your chilThe November session of the Ellsworth
dren,” he gasped. “Every one,” said the quarterly meeting will be held with the j
man.
“You wait a minute,” said the 1 Dedham church at the Burrill school- |
keeper. “I'm going a bring the elk out ; house, four miles from Holden station,
and let them see you.”
I
Nov. 19-21.

line.

pendable good*.
Lowest prices on all grades.

large rock with a bar so that a team
could roll it out, the chain slipped, dragging him forward at the same time, and
the rock rolled backward, pinning him to
the ground.
With much difficulty the
stone was moved. He has a badly bruised
and
leg,
though no bones were broken, he
will be laid up some time.
on a

a.

made,

There are
My years of exmanufacturer of
S.ioes for Men. Boys and
Youths will enable me to soleer the best values and de

road

The sessions will open at 10.30
1.30 p. m.

Brockton
a leading
none better.
perience as a

for

new

Farmers’ Institutes.
Farmers’ institutes will be held at
Mountain View grange hall, West Eden,
Tuesday, Nov. 9, and at Narramissic
grange hall, Orland, Wednesday, Nov. 10.

PACKARD SHOE,.

(A

J. A. M'GOWN,
42 and 43 Main St
BOOTS and SHOES:

1 YOUR

I PROTECTION
!!
J[
<

>

II

Thirty-six years of
successful
banking
is one of our greatest assets, and your

guarantee of honest,
straightforward busi‘ness methods.

J;

:! Hancock Co. Savings
!!
18 State st.,

I: ELLSWORTH,

Bask,

MA1XK.

CHRISTIAN
Wwyer

v

uepius

ui

luuiai

auu

a^uivtuu

tlon. The lowest forms of civilisation
and of religion have existed among
Cannibalism has widely prethem.
Vessels from other parts of
vailed.
the world have been wrecked, and
those aboard have been cruelly mistreated and murdered. Sncb being the
state of affairs, they who have carried the gospel to many Islands have
been heroes Indeed. All may be called
"heroes of missions." Many of them
have faced death frequently, and many
today wear the crown of martyrdom.
John Williams was a heroic island
missionary as well as the pioneer in
the work. In 1816 be went to the Society Islands and later, while trying
to sow the gospel seed In the New
Hebrides, was murdered by the natives. who mistook him for a cruel
trader. Patterson, the bishop of Melanesia, was put to death by the natives.
John G. Paton passed through untold
horrors in the New Hebrides and more
than once stood face to face with
death.
Lyman and Munson In 1834
went to the East Indies and were almost immediately murdered by the InRobert Chalhabitants of Sumatra.
mers labored in New Guinea for years
In constant danger from cannibals and
poisoners. At last he was murdered
by a tribe on his first visit to them
with the gospel. These are only a few
names of the long roll of heroes of
let their endurmissions to
ance of perils and death should lead
us to reconsecrate ourselves to the
cause of missions by all waters.
The heroism of these and other brave
men has been wonderfully successful.
They died, but the seed they planted
lived and produced abundant results.
Paul’s first missionary fruits were
among the Islanders of Cyprus. England was transformed from barbarism
by the gospel. Paton in his long life
of service in the New Hebrides did
great things for God and his benighted
The conversion of the
island people.
islands of New Zealand, Madagascar,
the south sea islands and Hawaii illustrates the miracles of modern misIn the least expected places
sions.
God has wrought His most wonderful
works.
What an encouragement this
should be to missionaries and their

supporters!
HULK BXADtSOS.

’• Nab. i.

15; Pa. li; lxxil. 10-19; Isa.
vUf, 1-18; li, 1-6; Matt. xxvliL 19, 20;
Mark xvi. 15; John ill, 16; Acta Hit

1-12;

Horn, x, 12-15.

Future of Christian Endeavor.

Secretary William Shaw at the St
Paul Chriatlan Endeavor convention
■aid: “The future of the great Chriatlan
Endeavor movement is in God’s bands,
We
as all the glorious past has been.
believe in It and pledge ourselves to
its advancement We seek the sympathetic co-operation of every pastor and
Christian worker, that its faults may
be minimised, its virtues magnified
and its possibilities realized, so that all
the youth of our churches shall be in
training for the King's business, in order that His kingdom may come and
His will be done in earth aa it is in

“Helpful

ft$ Motto:

—

XADGK"

BT “JUCST

EDITED

Meeting Topic For the Week
Baginning Oct. 31, 1909.

Topic Heroes of missions In tho l»bLa.is.-u«. xxxti, i-t; ls-aa.
The striking mission verse of these
paragraphs Is. “Blessed are ye that
sow by all waters, that send forth
thither the feet of the «x and ass"
(Isa- xxxli, 20). Palestine had Its dry
and wet seasons.
In the dry season
the soil of tt)e banks and nearby land
became baked and hard from the son.
When the approach of rain was discerned this hardened land was broken
np by “the feet of the ox and the ass.”
Seed was scattered, and when the torrents came and the streams overflowed
their banks the seed sank into the
softened soil and brought forth fruit.
But the prophet here praises breadth
of sowing—“beside all waters.* The
If the sowing were
reason Is clear.
limited In extent the place selected
might for some reason be unfruitful.
But if It were sowed along all banks
and streams It could not all be unproductive; bence he would be blessed
or happy who “sowed beside all waters," for be would be assured of a
crop somewhere, if not at one place,
then at another. The same principle
applies to the sowing of spiritual seed
—the word of God.
It must be sowed everywhere, beside
all waters, for we know not where It
will produce results and where It will
God alone knows this, and He
not.
assures ns that our sowing will not
be in vain. Some seed may fall on the
beaten path, some among thorns, some
on the rocks, bnt some In a worldwide
scattering will fall upon good ground
and bring forth good fruit.
If we aow beside all .waters the Islands cannot be neglected, for they are
entirely surrounded by water. Moreover, they have had special need of the
gospel. Living almost alone In scattered parts of the great deep. Islanders have usually sunk to the lowest

tlmong

.'flutnat Brntfit Coinmn

ENDEAVOR.

and

communication a, and its success depends largely
on the support gives it in thla respect- Com
munlcadons mutt be signed, but the name of
writer will sot be printed except by permission
Communication* will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of the columa, hut none
will be rejected without good reaeon. Address
all

communication, to

When the

acorn* are

tor will as* in his

--

Sunday evening

bam’sVegetable Compound

Pinkham s

Magasin*.
Dear Mutual Friend*:
There are some fixed laws; just bow
many oooe of os jet know* definitely.
But this is one of them: “Whatsoever a
that

shall

bat the

Harvest time has

come:

of sheaves

only as

comes

nap.*’
gathering

alao

he

result of labor

a

performed

month* agone.
first promise to man

baa been unThe
broken through all the centuries—seed j
time and harvest shall not fail. Predic- i
tiona that this crop or that will be a fail- I
are. that tbe ravages of insects and the
blight of frost, that excessive rain, that
lack of moisture, that mildew and nut,
and many other calamities, singly or combined, will devastate tbe land, have been

heard each returning year, but the general
conditions of seed time (and harvest still
remain unchanged.
A little emphasis on “whatsoever*',
brings *s much troth as an., other thought
.in the text. A few years ago we heard
very frequently the song of inquiry,
“What shall the harvest be?”
How easily it could have been answered,
if one had known what the sowing had
been. “Like produces like,” has come to
be an aktom. When we bring the whole
matter down

to

no “Cook”
go to the North Pole.

even

Ray.
Best loose, per
Baled.
Straw.
Loose
Baled..

to appre-

j

Pineapples,
Bio,
Mocha,
Jara,

Oo?on'

8 near—per a-

somebody,

time.”

case

of

nervous

breakdown,

the

Hairy Gamp.
By way of contrast waa a wealthy
traveling without a single superfluity, not even a finger-ring—the bond-

of

woman

age of one and freedom of the other.
To rid the house of black ants, brush
thoroughly with a hot solution of alum
and water all the cracks and crevices that
are infested.
Dissolve two pounds of alum
in three quarts of waterand apply boiling
hot. Another way to get rid of ants is to
put slices of cucumber where the ants are
found. It will surely drive them away.
I found this in a magavine, and you troubled housekeepers can save it for future
Ackt Uadoz.
use.
Both boys had been rude to their
mother. She put them to bed earlier than
usual, and then complained to their lather
about them. So he started up the stairway, and they heard him coming. “Here
comes papa,” said Maurice.
“I’m going
to make believe I’m asleep.” “I’m not,”
said Harry. “I’m going to get up and put
something on.”
Mr. P. O. Frits, OneontaJN. Y., writes: “My
little girl was greatly benefltted by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative, and 1 think it is the
best remedy for constipation and liver troo
bis." Foley’s Orino Laxative ia mild, pleasant and effective, and cares habitual constipation. (1. a PxacHHn.
BOTH BOYS SAVED.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of Norway,
Mich., writes: “Three bottles of Foley’s
Honey and Tar absolutely cured my boy of a
severe cough, and a neighbor’s boy, who was
so ill with a cold that the doctors gave him
np, was cured by taking Foley's Honey and
Tar.” Nothing else is as safe and certain ia
results. O. A. Pa sen am.

Cauliflower,
Pumpkins,

Vinegar!

15 #25
sal
35 Cracked wheat.
35 Oatmeal, per a

Steak,

25#26
12418

!

17 #14

f«

02
15*20
.* .* 10
25 #90
U)

_

GREEK MOCNTAXN POMONA, 28.
Following is the program for the meet-

Opening exercises

Seen.Choir

Address of welcome. ..John D Perkin*
Response..Martin Garland

by grange!{selected by lecturer}
Topic: “What rotation of crops is the most
profitable to the farmer and land?”
Opened by Perley Wilbur, master of
Song

Greenwood grange.

piper..Ethel

Clark

BAT TIBW.

cairrnnt, 260.
Caatine grange met Oct. 23. The sister*
filled the chair* and the brothers furnished the program of readings, recitations, tinging, instrumental music and a
discussion. Caatine grange is in a prosperous condition. We had no vacation,
and the attendance was good daring the
summer month*.
We urn still taking in
new members.

Graham,

Granulated meV.a
Oil—per jral—

Kerosene,

rural district*

amended at

as

our

SEAGIRT.

471,

grange

'boulder,

Salt

priced.
The beat example of this Is found In
It stands at the top
Quaker Oats.
among roods that supply nourishment
and rigor, without taxing the dlgestion. and yet it la the least expensive

j food
;
!

one can eat.
This great food value and low cost
make it an ideal food for families who
want to get the greatest good from
what they eat
Laborers, factory or farm hands, fed
plentifully on Quaker Oats will work
better and with less fatigue than if
fed on almost any other kind of food.
All of these facts were proved and
very Interesting Information about
human foods were gathered by Professor Fisher of Tale University in
1908. In addition to the regular package Quaker Oat* is packed in Urge
sised family packagea either with or
without china dishes.
g

For
Rheumatic
Pains

last

legislature are a detriment instead of a
betterment."** Affirmative, Frank L
Hodgkins; negative. Roy C Haines.
Recitation.Cula Crabtree
Closing exercises

Seagirt

|

*

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BBOOE8VILLE.
Bain bow grange met Thursday evening.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
18, snd cele-

met Oct.

Each
h rated its
third
anniversary.
member Invited two friends. After opening grange in doe form, the master dosed
in the fourth degree and declared grange
working in no degree. The doors were
then thrown open, and the friends were
invited in.
loe-cream

and cake

young people played
of the master’s gavel

were served, and the
games until the tap
seated all, when the

a
pleasing program
recitations, readings, pantomimes, conundrums, five-minute speeches,
etc. After a few remarks, the visitors retired, all declaring themselves well
pieased with the evening's entertainment.
The grange was then opened and closed in

presented

songs,

As we get older the blood becomes sluggish, the muscles and joints stiffen and aches and pains take hold
easier. Sloan’s Liniment quickens the blood, limbers
up the muscles and joints and stops any pain or ache
with astonishing promptness.

______

HIGHLAND,

Proof that it is Best for Rheumatism.
Mr*. Daniel H. Diehl,of Mann's Choice. R.F.D., No. i, Pjl. writes:—
Please send me a bottle of Sloan's Liniment for rheumatism and stiff joint*.
It is the best remedy I ever knew for I can’t do without it.*

literary program was presented, consisting of atopic for discussion: “Resolved,
That women work harder than men;”
opened in the affirmative by the sister*
and negative by brothers. A recitation
by Doris Hatch and conundrums by members closed an interesting program.

Also for Stiff Joints.
Mr. Milton WRttltt, moo Morris Are.. Birmingham. Ala., wr tes :—
I am glad to say that Sloan’s liniment has done me more good fur stiff
joints than anything I have ever tried.”

**

Sloan's
Liniment

EAST BLUKHILL, 252.

04

next meeting.

East

ugfc

55#7C

The Bast Food for Worker*.
The beet food for those who work
with hand or brain is never
high

!
rrrw century, 358, dedham.
A piano solo by Ethel Fogg, readings !
by Marcia Blood, Marcia and Mary Bur- !
rill, suggestions for the good of the order
by L M. Blood and E. W. Burrill mode
up the program in New Century rrange
Oct. 23. There woe s good attendance.

Conferring fourthfdegree by Franklin grange
Solo.Bernice Dans
Conferring fifth degree
Topic: “Resolved. That our laws pertaining to our free high school in

i*

6

n

04

2S7, SAUSBCBT COVE.

At the

Recess
Call to order

Bluebill grange met Saturday
evening with only twenty members and
One candidate was
two visitors present.
instructed m the first and second degrees.
A short program was carried out. It was
voted to have a baked-bean supper at the

*42'

Buckwheat, pkr

90#«5 Rye meal,

10#I5

is the

qickest and best remedy for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Toothache, Sprains, Bruises
and Insect Stings.

150, SURRY.
meeting of Arbutus
grange Oct. 22 the third and fourth degrees were conferred on four candidates,
ana a short
program was carried out.
ARBUTUS,

At the

regular

Pr

doe., SOc., and $1.00 at All Dealers.

Bend for blou’i Free Book

At the
Cake, pie and coffee were served.
18 *25 next meeting the ladies will fill the chair*
lift 15 and furnish
program.
18428

*«25

DR. EARL S.

oa

Home.

Address

SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.

15

15#i#

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Saturday
evening with twenty-four members presc
ent. After business the final degrees were
Freeh PI eh.
06 Clam*, qt
given one candidate, one new member acOS Scallop* qt
cepted and one application placed on file.
Halibut,
15
12411 Smelts, ft
During the literary hour there were songs,
Oysters, qt
Floor, Grata aa
reading, speaking and stories, and the
Floor—per bbl—
Oats, bo
30® 55 quartette gave selections. Interesting re6 50#7 fro Short*—be*—155$: #0
Com,100a bag 1 454150 Ml*, feed, bag 1 Tujl 73 marks were made by a visitor from PaCorn meal.bag 1 *5*130 Mlddll*#*, bag 160*176 mola grange. Emily S. Cl apt ill was inCrocked core, 1454150
stalled lecturer for the remainder of the
year. There were visitor* from Bayaide,
LAW UGABDMO WEIGHTS AHO MEASCUM.
Arbutus and Pamola granges.
A bubal of Liverpool all thill weigh W
pounds, mad a bubal of Turk's Islaad sail shall
miuTTT.i t, 441.
wrlrl 70 pounds.
The standard night of a bushel of potatoes
Mariaville pup held it* regular meetla rood order and fit for shipping. Is 00 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
ing Oct. 23 with a goodly number preeent.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la One candidate waa
accepted and one
good order and It for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
Brother Boyden
of wheat, beats, ruta-baga turnips and peas, • application received.
pounds; of corn, M pounds; of onlou U, Scarce, State deputy, waa preeent and
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Thia waa the
dlan steal, M pounds; of parsnips, 44 pounds; made intereating remark*.
of barter and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oata
anniveraary of thia grange. A riaing rote
8 pounds, or area in ensure u nr agreement.
of lbanka area given Brother Pearce.
Grange aewing circle prevented the grange
Ww Tribe of Eskimos.
with |2S, for which a riaing vote of tbanka
On board the whaler Jeannette, which
waa given. He mark a were made by Brother
arrived recently heavily laden with fan,
Iarmond, of Bayaide, and viaitora from Miblubber and tales of the frozen North,
oolin, Bloehill, Eddington and Sullivan.
was W. J. Bower, an Artie
who
explorer,
the
of
a
new
reports
tribe
discovery
joint dobitt, 381, bxtluvam.
of Eskimos on a point of Prince Albert
John Dority grange held ita regular
land.
meeting Friday evening, with a good atThe newly>dinoovered natives, who tendance and viaitora from
Biaing Star
call themselves Nuoacaoticu, an tall and
Two Candida tea were given their
look like the North American Indiana. grange.
The expionr, as the flrst white man ever final degreea. Clam atew waa served. The
eeen by them, wu cordially welcomed by
entertainment consisted of solo, humorthe strange tribesmen, and he obtained ous sketches and an original
poem by the
many rich fun from them.
Prom the town of the Nonacaotics, worthy lecturer.
Bower proceeded farther north, when he
discovered immense copper deposits. On
UU VIEW, 461,
APFTTOWH.
this trip Bower lost one eye through the
lake View grange held ita regular meetbite of a epider. This wu not the end
of Bower’s troubles, for after the eyeball ing Oct. 23, twenty-two members present.
wuremoved by the crude surgery of an The first and second degrees were conEskimo, the schooner used by the party ferred on one candidate. At the next
wu wrecked and the sdventurers had to
Mov. 8, the third and fourth dewalk 130 miles to Point Barrow, where meeting,
grees will be conferred and a harvest
they wen taken on b|prd the Jeannette.
feast served.
Lamb,
Tongues,

of fretting over each matters aa an
ondusted room, an ill-fitting garment, an
ugly wall paper and undue solicitude
when a member of the family waa the
least “indispoged”, to cue the vernacular

Carrots, lb
Cabbage. lb
Citron, lb

Frail.
25 450 T-eraons do*
13.315 Watermelon,
Groceries.

Corned,
Tongues,

Lainb

sometime.

a

Onions, a
Squ*»b, lb

Potto Rico.
So
Meat* and Provisions.
Beef,a:
Pork, a.
18 #35
Steak,
Chop,
Ham. per a
12#25
Veal:

result

12

GranuLiled, 5*a06
06
Yellow, C
06 #10
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
SS
Havana,

On the reverse side of a poem sent by
Sadie, I discovered this: “How to succeed
in being nobody.”
W'hat a question to
ask human beings in this great age of intelligent effectiveness! Yet it is not so
strange after aiL, if you will think. Then
comes to my hands part of a stanza which
runs in some way like this:

ing

•«n

45 #65

m.
A 25-cent dinner will be served
by the ladle* in the grange dinn.g-room.

1 JO p.

3M, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
The condition of the weather prevented
.20*25
.18®20 Highland grange from meeting Oct. 15,
but it was called to order Oct. 22, with
.ise»
members and one visitor pres.lt#a twenty-si* the usual oraer of
work, the
ent. After

ton.

Potatoes, pk
IS#2>
02
Turnips, a
Ot
Beets,
05
Lettuce, bead
G8
Tomatoes, lb
20
Ceiiry, <-uncb
Sweet potatoes, ft
02
Oranges, do*

We slight the gift* that every season bears,
And let them fall unheeded from our grasp
In our great eagerne«*;to reach and claap
The promised treasure of the coming years.

Bat too many are atill with oa.
A lady who wrote an article on aeven
helpful leaaona learned laat summer,
mentiona firat among them “tyranny of
trill3a.” Thia leaaon waa learned from see-

»ftlO

VSffStSblM.

Cj See—per a

Pretty good answer, ii it not? To be
“nobody” ia tc do nothing (or nobody no
time. That ia the kind of a claaa which,
we believe, ia growing^ mailer every day.

land.

due form.

found time to

“I never done nothing to nobody,
I never got nothing from nobody.
And, until I get something from

4—

—

lecturer

S5#40

rresh laid, per do*
Pool try.
Chicken*.
Fowl...

The

clude that

up

46 #45

Creamer? peri..
Dairy.

appropriate every-day blessings.

busy ones in life must learn to find
enjoyment, a bit here and there, bat to be
sure and find it, otherwise theyvwill miss
finding it at all. You can find it in your
work, in pleasant thoughts, at your meals,
in a few minutes interruption from the
routine of labor, in a brief glance at a
book or paper, even though you may con-

giving

Ossstvy Freds

back to you.
us

Green Mountain Pomona with Schoodic grange, Franklin.
Hancock Pomona
Saturday, Nov. 6
grange with Alamoosook grange, East Or*

ol

practical, every-day life,

stanza will remind

or

Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass-,
Invites all sick women to write
her for advice. She has raided
thousands to health ana her
advice is free.

The quotations
give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

1 do not know the author, but the folciate and

ting to an operation,
hope of recovery.

below

—

lowing

me a well woman and I have no more
backache. I hope 1 can help dlhera by
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound baa done for
me.” —Mrs. EmmaImse, 8SS FirstSt.,
Milwaukee. Wia.
The above Is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn.
Mass, which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such sufering woman owes it to herself to at
least give Lvdia E- Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial before submit-

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

it is told in the words we have read in our
column. If you give of your best to
and “others”
others and to the world
are a
part of the world—the best will
come

Dim

Thursday, Nov.

ing of Green Mountain Pomona grange tc
tell the whole world be held with Schoodic grange, Franklin,
of it
I suffered Thursday, Nov. 4:

fromfemele trouble
end fearful pains in
my back. I had the
best doetors and
they all decided
that I had a tumor
in addition to my
female trouble, ana
adTised an operation.
Lydia E.
vegetable Compound made

and

__

MM 1 WOUKl UM tO

And the Frost King's reign we own.
When the gleaners rest from their bosyqoeat,
—Then, lad a, it is Harvest Home.
—Anna C. White is VneU Bernw*‘, Home

eowetb,

renton.

—

While tbe squirrels through brioche, leap.
Gariy gathering their winter store
Where the brown leave, ruitle deep:
When the laat dried berrie* crackling (all.
And the insect* ham good-by.
When far in tbe solemn sombre night
The owls ta-wboo and cry:
When tbe birds to the Sonthland wing their

man

food

Oct. 31, with thirty-five member* present.
The literary boor was short. It was suggested that we send Mildred Weseel a
shower ot poet cards on Nov. 4.
It is
hoped each one will respond to it, as she
is in poor health, and it will cheer her to
know that Rainbow never forgets its sick.
A roll-oil meeting will be held Nor. 4.

Nov. 10.
a. m.

regular meeting ol the grange
Wednesday evening the second and third
degree* were worked. The grange (air
was a great success, about (100 being realsubject to approval b>
ized from the sale of vegetables, etc. The
will be refected without
fourth degree will be worked Oct. Z7.
There will be a Hallowe'en party Oct. 30.

munications will be
the editor, but none

Milwaukee, Wis.
“Lydia E Pink.
ham's Vegetable Compound has mad*
me a well woman.

strewing the woodland

__

In Training.
Christian Endeavor is training young
people to use their money for church
One society has recently inwork.
vested In a printing press and will do
the church advertising; another has
bought a stereopticou, which the pas-

Cored by Lydia E Pink-

Thb umcui.
Ellsworth. Ms.

This colomii is dfroud to tbe Gnitfe. «■
to the (tmnitwi of Hancock connty
The ^'umn ft open to all granger* for the
diKUMloo of topic* of Kvacral interest. and
for report** of grunge meeting*. M»k« letton
short and concise. All com m anient ion* must
be signed, but unmet will not be printed ex*
All comcept bj permission of the writer.

pitiallj

SUFFERING
ONEYEAR

terchange

heaven.”
Two Nuggets.
The Christian Endeavor society is
the training school of the church aa
the Sunday school Is the teaching
school of the church.—Dr. F. E. Clark.
Christian Endeavor seeks simply to
assist the church in the doing of the
church’s work, and all the training foi
service means training for the service
of Curist through the church-—Bev.
John Pollock-

AFTER

Hopeful.'7

Tbe purposes cl this column are succinctly
stated tn the title and motto—it la for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. St la f#r the cons
mon uee—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Inof Ideas. In thla capacity it solicits

mimic grange ball Wednesday,
The sessions will open at 10.30

©rangers.

the

HARVEST HOME.

12430

The Only Perfectly

fU^dock,

Kunds;

■

_

■ly’e Cream Balm hu been tried and not
found wunttng In thousands of homes all over
the country. It hu won u place In the family
medicine closet among the nliable household
remedies, where it it kept et bund tor ue in
treating cold in the head Jut u soon u some
member of the household begins the preliminary sneezing or snaffling. It gives immediate nlief, end s day or two’s treatment will
put u stop to u cold which might, if not
checked, become chronic and run into u bud
case of catarrh.

HABBAjfiaaic.

234,

oiun.

Karramiasic grange met Oct. 23, and although the attendance waa small and nc
program waa presented, those present
considered the meeting of value. Kepairr
were commenced daring the week on the
foundation of grange hall by direction ol
the executive committee and supervised
by Capt. L. A. Wood, one of the board.
All are cordially invited to attended tbs
farmers' institute to be held in Narta-

Roasted Coffees
We roast

J,

Other coffees

our
are

coffee in closed cylinders over live coals.
roasted in perforated cylinders over gas

We roast for thirty-five minutes. Every berry is comRoasted a rich golden brown from kernel
to outer shell.
^
Other coffees are roasted for only ten or fifteen minutes.
Our process takes three times as long and it costs three
timM as much.
For coffee to be good cannot be roasted
in less time.
But it taught us to deIt took us years to learn this.
velop the rich, mellow, full-bodied flavor and ambrosial
aroma that have made O’Donohue Coffee Company’s
coffee the unvarying choice of critical coffee drinkers.

pletely roasted.

You will find the most delicious

characteristics of

flavor and fragrance in

Fifth Avenue Coffee
New York's Famous Coffee
Ton pay more for half-roasted coffee than
von would pay for “Fifth Avenue" Coffee. For
And raw
half-roasted coffee is half raw.
coffee yields no strength or flavor.
That is why ordinary coffee is weak and
colorless. Why it has a weedy, insipid taste
and weak aroma.
In “Fifth Avenue” Coffee yon ret all the
superb flavor and renerous strenrth of rich,
fruity bvnics roasted to perfection.
Thus the superiority of “Fifth Avenue”
Coffee lies not only in its fragrance. Xt lies

•swell in its east economy. Think
savin* such coffee means to you.

ox

Beware of Gma Roasted Cottec

are roasted in perforated
Most
Mon cuntn
coffees mc
iaders over gas. The hot gas name*
through the holes in the cylinders.
coffee is roasted right im iMt gas.
w*“
Thus the harmful gases intermingle
the coffee. Such coffee smells of
of gas. For roasting opens the pores »«
fee. The berries absorb the noxious
and sooil the fine flavor and fragrance.
you wonder why coffee disagree* wun so
You owe yourself and your people a healthful.
beverage. You can always get it by insisting oa
▲venue Coffee.

gas-tasi£

Its Goodaess Preserved
■'Fifth Avwme” Coffee come* in sealed »ir-tifhl t:n»full strength and flavor is retained for your
Coffee that is sold from open bins is unclean.
For your own protection aw! satisfaction, insist u*
»n
O'Donohue Coffee Company's Coffee. Never sola

*

,t

“**"rthe

Yaw Grocer Boo Filth Avenue Coilec
•IlScthc Foil round-

O’DONOHUE COFFEE COMPANY
New York City
iMpeelen

la Sc

limited S»W*

How llatlrouds Help.
An interesting sample o( the developrailroad conditions is’
ment of modern
fruit show,
ghown at the New England
which was held in Horticultural hall, i
in the activity of the i
Boston, last week,
Central rail- j
Boston * Maine and Maine
secured space in
r.»ds. These companies
the very entrance
the lobby of the hall at
rooms.
Their principal
to the exhibition
display consisted of two large maps, the
Boston A Maine railroad showing New
Hampshire, and the Maine Central railroad displaying Maine and a portion of
New Hampshire, On these maps lines of
different colors indicated the areas favorable to the cultivation of various kinds of
fruits, small fruits and vegetables.
For instance, nearly the whole of New
Hampshire is adapted for apple raising,
with an excellent potato area in the
northern Connecticut valley; nearly all
of Maine is suitable for the growth of potatoes, and an immense region in the
central and southern parts of the (State
raises splendid apples. Sections where
strawberries and other small fruits, melin both states can be
ons and grapes
successfully produced are distinctly and

appropriately

outlined.

maps give to interested observers a
-plendid idea of the fruit-growing possibilities in both states and they aid largely
in a public realization of the advantages
which may be enjoyed by those who seek
s most satisfactory and healthful means of
livelihood in the open air.
Attendants were present at all times
to point out to visitors the different
sections and to explain existing condit ions. A
large collection of reading
matter was on hand showing the advantages and possibilities of the different
sort ions, with numerous pamphlets on
the raising of apples, strawberries and
other small fruits, and general display
matter of the regions traversed by these
two railroads.
In many ways this particular exhibit
was an innovation, both for the railroads
and the horticultural exhibit, and as such
it evoked many complimentary references.
The

The illustrated

maps were prepared at
Boston A Maine railroad shops at
Concord, N. H., under the direction of E.
T. Miller, general foreman.
The New
Hampshire map is ten feet high by six
feet wide, end the Maine map six feet
high by eleven feet wide.
the

Sftjfrrrtiffmmtr

*4Silver Tlate
that
Wears”

LZ

1 Those who seek perfec-'
tion in silverware inis variably choose forks,
spoons and fancy serving pieces stamped with
the renowned trade mark

f

|

I

1M7
ROGERS BROS.™*,
In quality and beauty
of design, this wellknown silver is unsurpassed. Its remarkable durability has £
won it the popular
yt
title "Sileer Plate
that Wears.m
Sold by leading

Largest assortment of preserves and
Fannie Lunt, 1; Carrie Leach 2;
Nellie Gray, 3. Butter, Carrie Leach 1.

pickles,

MERKKM
BRITANNIA CO..
(lnun*»iloa«i StUM C«.t
BociwMnr.)

MU10CN. CONN.

A Reliable Remedy
FOR

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.

Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Ilestorethe Sense?* of Taste and Smell. Fu'.l size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
I.iqul<
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 c’s.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York

PATENTS
I

Fr*e m»i«, how to obtein puienu, trod* mark*,
copyright*, etc., |N AtL COUNTRICS.
Business direct xiitk Washington saves time, I
money and often the patent.
Pitmt ind Infrlngtment PractJe* Exclusively.
Writ* or com* to ua at
Its Hat* ttrwt, opp. United ttete* Pateaft
WASHINGTON, D. C.

0S**.|

GASNOW
When

Then-

““

estry has been brought before them, many
of the foremost lumbermen of the State

flab and game

are so

dependent, to ;be de-

K1TTEKY TO CABIBOli.

stroyed.

James E. Blanchard,
until recently
treasurer of Kennebec county, died at hia
residence
in
Augusta Saturday. Mr.
Blanchard was born in Chelsea, Sept. 21,
1867.

The fish hatcheries of the State are doing excellent work toward restocking oar
ponds with desirable flsh. Bat unfortunately the pickerel and black bass have
been introduced into some of our trout
and perch ponds with this unlooked for
result: They have preyed so extensively
upon the trout and other more desirable
species of fish that they have prevented
their development to quite a marked de-

The
The
The
The
The

EXTRACTS
thing

QUALITY

"""'try

ELDER HENRYCUNNINCHANI

Ytnbl

For Weak, R.un-Down

to

Take

That grand, old, time-tested remedy«

BEECHAM’S PILLS
la box— with full directions, 10c. and 25c.

where aesthetic effects in the forest are
desired.
F. Strict and thorough inspection of
the work while it is in progress.
another question fittingly
There is
discussed in connection with the forest
interests of our State, and that is the preservation and protection of the source of
The fish are directly
our fish and game.
dependent on the water supply, and the
game upon our forests, for protection and
subsistence.
The State and the people of the State receive yearly the benefit of thousands of
dollars from the sale of hunting, trapping,
fishing and guiding licenses, and the
visits of sportsmen and tourists who come
long distances to see and enjoy the Maine
woods. It is unwise therefore for the
State to allow these forests, on which the

Eels.
Haddock.
Hake.
Halibut.

497,700
10,612,500
17,398.600
200,000

24,780
243,310
167,640
14,670

Herring. 92,985,200
380,400

419,980
31,150

8,940,800

75.490

19,000
769.600
651,900
512,700

42,240
65,050

Mackerel.
Pollock.
Salmon.
Shad.
Smelt.
Swordfish.
Tom cod
Lobsters.
Clams, soft.

Scallops.
Miscellaneous fish, oils,
skins.
*

Bushels,

x

43,790
116.600
4,560
9,929,200 1,269,450

*506,100'
x172,900

251,350
95,500
15,360

Gallons.

People.

liver preparation called Vinol advertised and decided to give it a trial,
and the results were most gratifying.
After taking two bottles I regained my strength, and am
now feeling unusually well.”
HENRY CUNNINGHAM.
Elder Baptist Church, Kinston, N.C.

Articles.

Stomach is Sick
Liver Sluggish
Bowels Clogged
Blood Impure
Skin Sallow

It’s Time

are

T&K

The body ot J. Alfred Barber, of Winwas found Friday morning in a
field near his house. He had been
crushed to death beneath a large rock.
Mr. Barber had been digging a bole in
which to sink the rock. He was alone at
gree.
bear this Trade Mark and
Again dams are built upon our rivers the time, so it is not known Just how the
QurutM the Consumer
and streams which will not allow the pas- accident occurred, but without doubt the
sage of the adult fish in the spring of the rock rolled down upon him while he was
above all else,
ONI
year when they run up the streams to the digging in the trench. Mr. Barber was a
small brooks and ponds to spawn. This widower and lived alone.
barrier is a serious one, and conditions
At the meeting of the grand lodge of
People who me then people who
would be greatly improved if a small, Odd Fellows in Portland last week, the
know
«ay ‘*>at T * K Extracts are
efficient waterway could be built in each following officers were elected: Qrand
tmqimlionably ike bast that da»e(
dam and be kept open during the spawn- Master, Herbert W. Sears, Portland; depthings good to eat
ing season.
uty grand master, Frank B. Miller, BockAs for game, in general it seems to show
They are el eaceptienal etangln—
E.
Charles
Jackson,
land; grand warden,
a gradual dropping off in numbers.
The Portland; grand secretary, Bussell Q.
esquire lata to flavor—and jrt they
caribou is now practically unknown in the Oyer, Portland; grand treasurer, William
flavor to sathfactorily and give such a
State with the exception of a small band E. Plummer, Portland; grand representadelightful taste to food that it makes the
which is said to inhabit the vicinity of tive two years, Leon S. Merrill, Solon;
moit jaded epicure sit op and lake
Mt. Ketahdin. They formerly fed largely grand representative one year, Ira O.
upon the juniper or tamarack. But with Hersey, Houltsn.
them today
the larch saw-fly ravages throughout the
Governor Fernald left Friday to Join
Sale by Giocen and General
On
State some years ago, the juniper trees
Pres. Taft’s river trip from St. Louis, Mo.,
Merchants
were killed off by the thousands.
Hence
to New Orleans, La., in which he will
the scarcity of food supply probably
together with congressmen
participate,
caused the caribou to migrate
farther and other
governors, under the auspices of
norm.
th£ Business Men’s league and the LakeThe black bear is plentiful in certain to-the-Gulf Deep Waterway commission.
localities, especially since a bounty on his During his absence Oov. Fernald intends
visit, the coal fields in the interior of
pelt is being paid in only two counties of to
Alabama by invitiation of the Mobile and
the state.
His great shrewdness
also Tennessee River
association. He
will
seems to enable him to almost hold his
probably return to Maine about Nov. 10.
own against his one enemy, man.
William J. Ryan will soon start out on
The bull moose seems scarcer, due to the his annual tour of the State with the Old
Farmers’ and Maine Farmers’ almanacs.
probable fact that his set of antldrs is the With the erection of the Maine Institution
most highly prized trophy of the Maine for
the Blind, recently established in
sport men. On the other hand, the cows Portland, and which was made possible in
be increasing in numbers. A a large measure through the efforts of
seem to
Mr. Ryan, he was chosen general agent of
result due, no doubt, to the law that pro- | the
institution, which teaches trades
tects them.
adapted to the blind; and to the interests
of
'industrial work he will devote
this
The deer by some is thought to be on [
about nine months ot each year, reserving
the increase. This
be
due
to
may
the
three
other months to the care of his
i
the fact that they migrate from place to I almanac business.
place in search of food as the supply falls
Col. Enoch C. Farrington, for over
short. The fact that they do not migrate half a century a prominent figure in the
life of Maine, died Sunday at his
frequently would make them appear public
residence in Augusta, from a complication
very plentiful in certain localities one of diseases. He was born at Fryeburg,
year while the following year in the same Oxford county, seventy-six years ago, and
leaves a widow and daughter. He' was
vicinity they might be quite scare.
tor twenty years clerk to the State board
The buck deer is not so abundant as the
of railroad commissieners,
for
nearly
doe, because his bead and antlers are also twenty years inspector-general of rifle
eagerly sought after by the hunter. Fur- practice in the national guard, was forthermore many deer perish in the w’oods merly employed in the railway mail service and the customs department of the
from lack of food during our severe win- federal
government at Portland, served in
ters of deep snow.
both branches of the State legislature and
The smaller game like the red fox, sable, the executive council and was secretary of
the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
black tisher, lynx, wild cat, muskrat,
association since its organization.
mink, weasel, etc., are being gradually
trapped off while the beaver, otter, marten, etc., are now rare in many localities.
There are two chief ways to prevent deforestation of our State and preserve its
water power and its fish and game resources.
One is to introduce forestry
Recommends
principles in lumbering. This must come
of itself, and will come wrhen the lumbermen of the State are fully satisfied that
the practice of forestry is an actually paying proposition from a financial standpoint of view.
The other method of forest regulation
111 was run down and weak from
would be for the State to purchase tracts
and general debility, also
indigestion
land
and
create
them
a
of wild
into
State
suffered from vertigo. 1 saw a cod
forest and game preserve. Besides great-

throp,

accepting more favorable views of the
aiding forest interest of the State such
question and are even willing to consider ly
an example would be of immense practical
Shadow
Bureau scarf, Tena Wilt, 1.
of
as
a
investthe practice
forestry
good
Solid
On this
embroidery, Alberta Dunbar, 1.
value to private land-owners.
1
embroidery, Dora Dunbar, 1; Marion inent for protecting and providing for the reserve lumbering could still be carried
2.
Embroidered
future
welfare
of
their
timberlands.
Gibbs,
centerpiece,
out on forestry principles wrhich would
Marion Gibbs. 1. Centerpiece in outline
Forestry is, briefly, according to Presembroidery, Jennie Gray, 1. Centerpiece ident Roosevelt: “The w'ise use of our give the land-owners of the State just
in solid embroidery, Tena Wilt, 1. Teddy
what they want—namely, an example of
Bear, Dora Dun liar, 1. Chemise yoke in forests.” Hence it aims for a provision
Bootees in of the future by the conservative use of the application of practical forestry, in
crochet, Jennie Gray, 1.
Lorenzo Blaisdell. 1.
Mrs.
crochet,
the present stand. The policy pursued lumbering, on a paying basis. Besides
Child’s jacket in crochet, Mrs. Fred Clair,
this land could
by the practice of practical forestry in the being a forestry reserve,
1. Cushion cover, random, Tena Wilt, 1.
Alice Leach, 2. Cushion cover, worsted State of Maine to-day would be somewhat also be used as a source for restocking any
Sadie Gross, 1; Frances Gross, as follows:
locality desired. Corbin park in the
embroidery,
2.
Huckabuck cushion cover, Sadie Gross,
White mountains of New Hampshire and
A. protection irom nre.
Alice Gibbs, 1. Tena Wilt,
1.
Firvpillow,
B. Surveying and laying out the tract the Yellowstone national park in the
crazy pillow’, 1. Puff pillow, Alice Wfiite,
state of Wyoming wmuld serve as ex1.
Raffia work, Mrs. Wiley, 1; Alice into mile or half-mile blocks.
of the use and value of such a
White, 2. Tea set, Carrie White, 1. Strawamples
a map of the area and estiC.
Making
handkerchief box, birch cark frame, Alice
game preserve.
White, 1. Canale shade, Mrs Wiley, 1. mating the timber on it by—1, a type map;
Too much interest cannot be aroused
Home-made blanket, Tena Wilt, 1. Drawn 2, topographic map; 3, timber map.
rug, Tena Wilt, 1; Abbie Wardwell, 2.
D. Conservative and economic lumber- along this line and the question should be
Silk quilt, crazy patch, Mrs Stubbs, 80
until' the legisla1, the marking or blazing of trees continually agitated
years old, 1. Cotton quilt, crazy patch, ing by—
and takes up the
Carrie Leach, 1. Block quilt, Mrs Harmon that are to be taken; 2, cutting low ture becomes interested
Gray, 81 years old, 1. Cut flowers. Mr stumps; 3, running up the tops; 4, full matter and acts favorably on it. Here
Jones, Penobscot, 1; Fred Pickering, jr, 2. practical utilization of all dead and down then is work for those interested in forBurnt Work.
is
than it
timber; 5, regulating the cutting of the estry. Wild land cheaper to-day
Tabouret, Mrs Alberta Mason, 1. Photo different
will be in the future. When shall we
to a diameter limit so
species
Photo frame,
box, Emily Dunbar, 1.
that the poorer species will be removed, have a State forest reserve?
Ernestine Marks, 1.
thus favoring the natural regeneration of
the most desirable species; 6, conducting
MAINE FISHERIES
Two Hundred and Fifty Good 8torle*.
the logging operations so that the least
The Youth’t Companion, of Boston, abounds
During the Year 1008
in stirring stories of adventure and heroism. possible injury is done to the remaining Products
Valued at $3,250,580.
One may describe an escape from accidental growth by—a, the ultilization of logging
The fisheries census of the United
peril, another a strange encounter with wild roads when possible; b, the laying out of
creatures—man or beast.
new logging roads with regard to favorStates, rapidly nearing completion, now
Many of these stories are true as to facts, ing young growth of the most desirable includes statistics on the industry in
and only disguised as to names and places. A
species; c, the falling of trees in such a Maine. The report gives figures on the
score or more of such stories will be pubmanner as to do least injury to the surfishing industry, not including wholesale
lished during 1910 in addition to nearly 200
the use of in- fish dealers or canneries. There is in the
others—250 good stories in all, and no two rounding reproduction; d,
for bridge, road construc- State a total of 5,004 independent fisher*
alike. And this is not counting the serial ferior species
men
and 1,857 wage-earning fishermen,
stories, which it is believed will be considered tion, yard making, etc., when possible; e,
by old Companion readers as the best the the lopping of tops to hasten^ decay and operating 576 vessels, valued at f817,463,
insure against destructive fires; 7, the and 6,969 boats, valued at |662,489, with
Companion has ever published.
Every new subscriber will find it of special leaving of seed trees (three to five per. outfits, including bait, etc., valued at
advantage to send at once the #1.75 for the acre) to facilitate the natural regenera- $189,080 additional. Fishing apparatus in
Not only does he get the
new 1910 volume.
tion, where danger from windfall is not in the State is valued at more than half a
for 1910,
calendar
“Venetian”
beautiful
great and the expense is justifiable. If million dollars, while the value of the
but
and
colors
thirteen
gold,
lithographed in
the diameter limit is fixed high enough no 176,365 eel and lobster pots is nearly a
all the issues of The Companion for the reseed trees need be left.
quarter of a million.
maining weeks of 1909, from the time the special
The total valuation of the fisheries
E. Thinning to weed out undesirable
subscription is received.
species to give the advantage of light products for the year ending Deo. 31, 1908,
stimulus to the remaining trees. The was $3,256,580, divided as follows:
Pounds.
practice of thinning would be practical
chiefly on small private tracts and wood- Alewives. 2,084,800 $ 17,680
438,880
lots near a market, where complete utili- Cod. 20,010,800
82,010
zation of the cuttings could be made or Cusk. 2,077,600
Fancy

catalogue''O-L**
showing all
designs.

FORESTRY IN MAINE

Creditable Exhibit of Produce by Importance of Forest Protection to
Alamoosook Granite.
Fish an<t Game.
Alaraoosook grange held its annual fair
B.
T.
Harvey, of Yale Forest School, In Banat East Or land, Wednesday, Oct. 18. The i
gor Commercial.]
weather was fine though cool, and a large
We are to-day wisely considering and
crowd assembled.
The exhibits of vegetables, though not discussing the vital subject of forest preas large as in former
years, was of ex- servation in our State. On the present
cellent quality, as was also the exhibit
attitude of timberland-holders towards
of fruit. There were the usual outside
welattractions—fakirs, fruit-venders, shoot- forestry depends, not only the future
ing gallery and a ball game. Good order fare and financial prosperity of our State,
was preserved throughout
the day and but also the future welfare of ourselves.
Over and over again history repeats itevening. Soper’s orchestra furnished
self, and we have only to refer to the early
music for dancing.
The following premiums were awarded: history of France and Germany and to
some of our western and middle western
Oxen and Steers.
states to learn what dire results follow in
Uve
Matched pair oxen,
years old, E H the path of unrestained deforestation.
White, X. Oxen, four years old, W 8
The greatest natural wealth a country
Gross, 1. Matched steers, three years old,
E H White, 1. Heifer, one year
old can possess is an abundant source of water
Cluude Dunbar, 1. Steers, one year old, power and land well timbered witli forWarren Dunbar, 1. Calves, Edwin Blaisests, because almost every industry Is
dell, 1 and 2. Jersey cow, five years old,
directly and vitally dependent upon these
E H White, 1.
vast resources for its prosperity.
Poultry.
With unrestrained and reckless cuttipg
Bantams, Persia and Helen Pickering, 1. comes an
enormous waste
of material.
Plymontb Rock, E H White, 1.
And then this, followed by fire, the greatVegetables.
est enemy of the North woods, brings
Potatoes, Pride of America, H E Gray, enormous loss beside effecting a perma1. Early
potatoes, Albert
Mason, 1. nent
injury to the forest which requires
Granger potatoes, U S Gross, 1. Noroton
Beauty, Edwin Blaisdell, 1. Green Moun- nature many years to again restore.
trin, A J Gross, 1.• Gold Coin, Frank Beal,
The natural history of all deforested
1.
and denuded areas is practically the same.
Beets.
Owing to existing economic conditions
Mangel Wurtzel, Morrill, Bowden, 1; U the most valuable species are lumber first,
S Gross, 2.
Crimson Globe, Morrii Bowthus giving tbe poorer species a better
den, 1; U S Gross, 2. Carrots, U S Gross 1;
j Ernestine Marks, 2. Cabbage, U 8 Gross, 1. cbance to develop; and these in turn are
reas.
lumbered, again giving the advantj
to still
Thomas Laxton and King William peas, age of natural regeneration
Notts Excelsior and Mills poorer species. And thus it continues,
! A J Gross, 1.
peas, U 8 Gross, 1. Telephone and Blue each generation of timber being
poorer
imperial peas. Pearl Gray, 1.
| in quality and smaller in size, until
j
Squash.
true forest conditions no longer exist. It
Edwin Blais- is at this stage, usually, that fire comes in
Golden Hubbard
|
j dell, 1. Dark greensquash,
Hubbard squash, ! to
complete the devastation, leaving noth1.
Boston
Vinal K Cunningham,
Marrow,
Elmer Blaisdell, 1. Gregory's Prolific ing of the once well timbered land but
George Pickering, 1. Pie pump- a useless and desolate barron waste quite
squash,
kin, Claude Dunbar, 1. Mammoth yellow subject to hoods and denudation.
pumpkin, Harvey Bowden, 1.
Fortunate indeed for the State of Maine
Beans.
is it that she has such tremendous natural
Yellow eyes, Sara Gross, 1; A J Gross. 2. resources as lie in her water power and
Kentucky Wonder, U 8 Gross, 1. Indian forests. The peculiar topography of the
Chief, Clara Gross, 1. Onions, Norris State also renders it particularly favorable
Ginn, 1. Watermelons, Ray Blaisdell, 1;
Mrs Willie Pickering, 2. Field corn, Har- for the conservation of water. But the
vey Bowden, 1.
topography alone is not the true secret of
Ruta Baga turnips, Billy Wilt, 1.
the source of water power. The real truth
lies in the fact that the State is remarkApples.
Largest collection, Carrie White. 1: ably well covered with very dense growths
Ernestine Marks, 2; U 8 Gross, 3. Wolf of forests which hold back the water supRiver apples, Carrie White, 1; Mrs
ply of rains and melting snows and allow
Charles Mumler, 2.
Beefsteak, Emily
Dunbar, 1; Ernestine Marks, 2; Carrie only slow seepage to take place, thus actWhite, 3; Roxbury and Golden rus- ing as great reservoirs and providing a
1:
Carrie
Marks,
sets, Ernestine
steady annual flow in our streams.
Northern Spy,
Ernestine
White, 2.
Now let the forest be cleared away and
Marks, 1; Carrie White, 2. Porter and
Grivenstein, apples, Carrie White, 1. the present condition continue, and it
Beauty of Kent, Abbie Wardwell, 1. Al- seems inevitable that future generations
berta Mason, 1 on Greenings; (J S Gross,
must suffer greatly. And, if extreme conStark apples, A. J.
2: Carrie White, 3.
ditions should prevail, even permanent
Gross, 1. Winter Favorite, Carrie White,
1. Tolman Sweets, J E Gross, 1: A J reservoirs might become essential in order
Gross, 2; Carrie White, 3. Bell Flower, to provide the necessary water supply for
Will Gray, 1; Ernestine Marks. 2. McInthe operation of our great industries.
tosh Red, Arthur Gross, 1; R F Gray. 2.
Lumbermen usually do not consider the
Baldwius, J E Gross, 1; Ernestine Marks,
2; Arthur Gross, 3. Black Oxford, Arthur future'of the forest. This consideration
Gross, 1. Prospect Greenings, U 8 Gross, appears to them to be a financial impossi1; Arthur Gross, 2. Sweet Baldwin, Winter Sweet and Garden Sweet, W S Gross, bility. They only figure on the present
1.
Wealthy, Geo Whittaker, 1. Pears, stand and the most economical method of
1.
J
E Gross,
Tomatoes, Ernestine logging it.
Marks, 1. Cranberries, E H White, 1; U
But of late, since the question of for2.
•
8

Gross,

dealers everywhere. Send for

it
Giv»«

FAIR AT EAST ORLAND.

—

Vinol contains the two most world-famed tonics—the medicinal,
elements of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic
Iron. Vinol contains no oil, and is by far the

strengthening, body-building
Tonic obtainable.

if

Vinol

We

Bes^Strengthening

without question
claim for it.

return your money

does not accomplish all

GEO. A. PARCHER,

we

Druggist, Ellsworth.
=^=

PERCENTAGE OF NUTRITION IN FOODS
™

<
<

MOTHER’S OATS
SIRLOIN STEAK
HAM
MUTTON
BLUEFISH
BREAD
RICE
POTATOES
ONIONS

>
I

■2.1%
> 1.4%

11.1%

13%

16.1%

I 15%
14.8%

6.8%

e%

This table shows

why

Mother 's Oats
the best food. They contain
more nutrition than the same bulk of
are

almost

anything

else that

people

eat.

sound flesh on your bones
—you can put more life and vitality in your
marrow—you can put a riper, richer, clearer
blood in your veins and more endurance in your
brain on a diet of MOTHER’S OATS than you
can with any other food that has ever been found.
You

can

put

more

Ask your grocer about the Mother’s Oats Free Fireless
Cooker, which will save 80 per cent of your fuel bill and make it
|

unnecessary to

keep bending

found in packages of the

over a

hot stove.

Given free with coupons

following cereals:

Mother’. Oats
Mother’s Corn Meel (white or yellow)
Mother’s Wheat Heart* (the cresutn of
the wheat)
Mother’s Hominy Grits
Mother’s Cora Flakes (toasted)

Mother’s Coin. Pawl

Hominy

Mother’s Old Fashioned Stool Cat
Oatmeal
Mother’s Old Fashioned Graham
Floor

If he doesn't keep Mother’s Cereals write us today,
Ask your grocer.
giving his name and yours, and we will send you free a useful souvenir.

THE GREAT WESTERN CEREAL COMPANY

Dr. Daniels* Horse Renovator
for
your horse—Makes Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.

Operating

—

AKRON

BOSTON

more

NEW

Oatmeal Mills
HAVEN

PITTSBURGH

than

ant other ons concern

YORK
PHILADELPHIA
ALBANY
ST. LOUIS
NEW

O0CA09

The Trees of Maine.
There are beautitul trees in the sunny South,
Where the palms and magnolias be.
The lemon and olive are famed in song
In countries far over the sea.

Ctjr tfrllsroortb American.
A LOCAL AND

POLITICAL JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

(TUT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

But dear to my

heart,

as

the friends of my

AT

DAV1S-ORBOOBT.

The wedding of Min Muriel Goodell
Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mra. Henry E.
Davis, to Franklin Edwards Gregory, of
Brookline Mass., took place last Saturday
forenoon.

Are the tree- of my own native land,
The maple, the ash, the graceful elm,
And the sturdy old oak so grand.

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

Owing

to

a

death in the

family

BROOKLIX.

THE GEORGE

A. H. Mayo was in Rockland last weak.
Will Xotter, of Blnehill, spent the weekend at home.

Moulton Cooper and wife have gone tc
of the bride, arrangements for a church
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING GO.
wedding at noon and a reception in the Machiaaport for a few weeks.
IT. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager,
afternoon were cancelled, and the wedding
Lester Rotter and bride came home from
I love the spruce and the fragrant fir,
w. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
was celebrated quietly at the home of the
Bridgeport, Conn., Saturday.
The hemlock with its mossy green;
bride's parents at 10 o’clock, only the relaBut the king of the forest is the lordly pine.
Min Grace Nutter, who baa been visit—kectlpilon Pries—#2.00 a year; $1.00 lor six
tives being present.
And the “lady birch’* is the queen.
nannths; 80 cento for three months; If raid
ing friends at Stonington, it at home.
was beautifully decorated for
The
house
Mtictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents The winds
through the tops of these birchen
Capt. Enos W a Agate has dosed his sum—^parjtlvely. Single copies 5 cents. All arthe oocasion.
The color scheme of the
trees
nsnmces are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
mer home and returned to East Boston.
hall
was
and
The
banisters
green
pink.
Seem sighing a fond adien
Charles H. Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
Advertising Bates Are reasonable and will be To the forms that once roved thro’ the forest were woe nd with laurel, Killarney roeea
SMde known on application.
shades
and pink carnations. The decorations of visited bis sister, Mrs. B. O. Dollard, SunAnd sailed in the bark canoe.
the living room where the ceremony took day.
Hotness communications should be addressed
to. and ail checks and moDey orders made pay- But the grand old pines with heads in the aky place were green and white. Mountain
Warren Ford and family are home from
«Me ee Tub Hancock County Publishing
laurel was festooned around the room, Lawrence, Man., where they have been
Sing ever a glad refrain.
Og, Ellsworth. Maine.
over the bay window to a large canopy of
They sing of health and hope and cheer.
visiting.
O, dear old pines of Maine.
the laurel faced with huge white chrysanHarvest Home fair and sopper waa held
This week*, edition of The
themums. Chains of laurel supported the in Masonic
Perchance when I reach the Summer Laud
hall, Wednesday evening.
American is 2,400 copies.
There, planted by Love Divine,
canopy. The mantel was banked with Net proceeds, fBO.
of
Life
the
Water
trees
the
Among
by
white carnations, as were also the long
Capt. G. W. Herrick, of Somerville,
I shall find the birch and the pine.
shelves over the Dutch seat. Large jardiMass., who has spent a few days in town,
KUxabrth Fletcher Goodwin
average for the year of 1908,
2,528
nieres
of chrysanthemums and vases of
has returned home.
white carnations were about the room.
Min Joy returned to her home in BanWEDNESDAY OCTOBER 27, 1909.
COUNTY (iOSSIP.
Mendelssohn w edding march was played
after spending the snmrner
by Miss Emilie Young as the bridal party gor* Monday,
An 800 pound moose was killed near
with Min Alice Judge.
descended
the stairway and entered the
week.
last
Bluebiil
C. S. Senator Martin M. Johnson,
John Freethey, who has been mate on
living room. The bride was Attended by
©f North Dakota, died Thursday from
They are catting Christmas trees for the her sister, Mra. Joseph Allen Bryant^ of steamer Tremont, is at home. He will
a* attack of acute nephritis, at his
New York market over Burry and Oriand Wsban, Mass., as matron of honor. leave for New York this week.
hotel in Fargo. Senator Johnson was
Arthur W. Gregory, of Hartford. Conn.,
Frank Tolcolt came from Boston last
way.
fifty-nine years old. He was eight
brother of the groom, was best man. Rev. week in bis automobile, accompanied by
Franklin
for
twenty- Rev. K. B.
Capt.
Stanley,
years a member of the lower house.
Mathews, pastor of the Ells- Mr-. Tolcott. They are guests of A. W.
•even years in the life-saving service, and
worth Congregational church, officiated. Bridges and wife.
in
command
of
the
statwenty-two years
The bride wore a magnificent gown of
Attorney-General Philbrook is ad- tion at Cranberry Isles, has retired.
Russell Morgtage and wife have recrepe meteor, cut princess, with high turned to Castine after spending a few
vising sheriffs to make no more liquor
and
train
and
sleeves
neck, long
nearly dsys with Mrs. Morgrago's parents, 8. K.
•SBiraree at railway stations under the
County Treasurer R. B. Holmes reports
\wee-food law, pending the decision of' that all but one town in the county has entirely covered witfi an overdresa of McFarland and wife.
with
pearl or- j Oct. 25.
imported hand-made lace,
i’NB FKMUB.
court in the case of Huguley et \ paid its tax for the year. This is believed
veil was fastened with
naments. The
j:
new
For
record.
several years part
■'it*, vs. Hastings et ala. This is the to be a
blossoms, and reached to tbe
orange
WEST TREMONT.
dollar of the county tax has been
cost
case of certain
Boston liquor: every
bottom of the gown. Tbe bride carried a
collected w ithin the year by the treasurer,
MU* Gertrude Carver, of Owl's Head, is
.Sealers against the sheriffs of Maine
court bouquet of lUfies-of-tbe-valley and
but never before have the taxes been
visiting relatives here.
who have been making seizures under
white orchids.
in so early.
It is a record the peoMiss Flora Richardson, of Bomesville,
The matron of honor was gowned in a
the pure-food law.
ple of Hancock, as well as County two*toned
de sine, cut has been visiting ner uncle, Otis Walls.
light-blue
peau
Treasurer Holmes, may well be proud Of.
George Colson and family have moved
Jastice Rufus W. Peckham, of the It is particularly flattering to the towns of princess, with panels of gold insertion.
She wore a blue beaver hat trimmed with from Oak Point to the J tin Ben Thurston
Unified States supreme court, died at the county, which so promptly meet their
and marabou, and carried a large
house.
Hancock county gold
Several
his summer home in New York state I obligations.
muff to match.
Mrs. Uobie KumUl went to Camden
the careful
of
management
towns,
by
Justice
Peckham was a
Sunday.
After tbe ceremony an informal wed- Thursday as a delegate from the Pythian
their affairs, are forehanded, and some of
democrat, and before taking a seat on
ding breakfast was served. The out-of- Sisterhood.
them have money at interest.
the bench gave his attention to poli- l
town guests present were Miss Marion
Charlie Reed is vDiting his sister, Mrs.
*»os in New York. He was born in
Our Otis correspondent writes:
The Gregory, of Brookline, Maqs., sister of the A. A. Lope ns, before starting for Boston
of
Ernest
T.
N.
N.
groom;
Gregory,
Albany,
Albany,
Y., Nov. 8, t858, and had woods this fall are especially attractive
for the winter.
been on the bench, state and federal, where beeches grow, as this is a ueechnpt Y., brother of the groom, and Arthur W.
The lecture at the K. of P. ball Thursj
and
of
Hartford,
Gregory
wife,
Conn.,
year. The smaller creatures as well as the
far.twenty-five years.
Rev. A. Bishop was enMiss Anna E. Gregory and Misa Eliza C. day evening by
larger are busy harvesting their stores. It
Bird, of Brookline, Mass., Joseph A. Bry- joyed by many.
is
an instructive pleasure for one to visit
'Maj.-Gen. Oliver O. Howard, one of
ant and wife, of Waban, Maas., and WilCapt. James Rich and family, who
the woods and mingle with the dumb
the most famous commanders of the j
moved to Oak Point this summer, came
and learn how easy it is to get ac- liam F. Irwin, of New York.
things
Civil war, died suddenly at BarringThe bride and groom left on the noon home Thursday.
quainted. The most industrious are the
train. It was their intention to take a
Gen. Howard : squirrel and bear. The
too, Vt., yesterday.
Capt. F.lias Rich started for Rockland
squirrel works all
short wedding trip, but a despatch re- Thursday morning, bat had to give op the
Was a distinguished son of Maine, |
day among the nuts, while the bear is seen
having been born in Leeds on Nov. 30, ! about noon and works till dark getting his ceived Friday announcing tbe sadden trip, as his vessel sprung aleak.
1830. He was a graduate of Bowdoin portion, as nimble as his smaller fellow- death of his partner, Everett W. Pecker,
Capt. A. A. Wentworth came from Rockit Baltimore, called Mr. Gregory directly
land Tuesday on account of the illness of
and of West Point. He lost an arm at workmen, all bent on getting their All of
back to his business.
his wife. Mrs. Wentworth is better.
Pair Oaks. His was an active career the sweet nuts that only can be had in
Mr. Gregory is engaged in the shoe
onoe in every seven years.M
The W. T. I. 8. met with Mrs. Otis Inthroughout; it began at Bull Run and plenty
manufacturing business in Lynn, Mass.
galls Wednesday, a large number being
ended with the last great incident of j
wilt reside in Brookline. The bride ;
They
SWAN’S ISLAND ODD FELLOWS
The society will meet with Mrs.
the war—the surrender of Gen. J. E.
is one of Ellsworth’s most popular girls, j present.
D. E. Dow this week.
Johnston, at Durham, N. C., about Dedicate New Hall Banquet, Con- and a host of friends join in congratula- i Oct. 25.
Thelma.
She was the recipient of many
lions.
two weeks after the surrender of Lee
cert and Hail.
beautiful
presents.
at Appomattox.
After the Civil war
Oct.
Swan’s Isjlaxd,
27-Organized only
HANCOCK.
he participated in the Indian wars. He a little more than two years, with a memj
John R. Stratton and children are conOF
PLUMAGE
BIRDS.
was commissioned a major-general in bership Bti’I under the hundred mark,
fined to the house with the mumps.
the regular army in 1S86. He leaves Hancock lodge, I. O. O. F., dedicated last
One of Nature’s Methods for Their ]
Robert McLeod has moved his family to
a new hall which cost about f8„1
a widow and six children, four sons •veiling
Protection
Sullivan, where he has purchased a bouse.
000. Assisting in that event, which was
and two daughters.
Mrs. Alma Eld ridge, of Bar Harbor, visthe most important fraternity happening
[Gould E. Rogers, in Maine Sporteman.}
ited her mother, Mrs. Ellen Crabtree, last
the island has ever known, were nearly ail
FOREST IS IMPORTANT.
we not nee protective wisdom in I
May
week.
the grand officers elected in Portland
the way nature clothes her birds, giving
r«nir« was none irom u. of M.
r-vana
Campaign of Education Having Its
to
harmonise
with
them
their
plumage
The building; occupies a sightly position
a few days last week. Mr. Libby, a friend,
Effect.
as though to pronatural
surroundings,
at Stanley’s corner, head of Old Harbor,
him.
them from the keen sight of their accompanied
‘‘'More through knowledge ol actual I and is a
three-story structure whose gen- tect
N. Stratton is making extensive reJ.
enemies?
Thus
ot
the
small
birds
many
Socket conditions has brought wide real- eral dimensions are forty Dy eighty-five
that flit among the foliage are distin- pairs on bis house, raising the roof and
isation ol the importance of the (oreet in feet. Verandas project from the first and
the
beautiful colors, while making other improvements.
guished
by
second stories at the front end. On the
She life of the nation,” says Treadwell
Mrs. An bine Wooster, who has been
first floor is the banquet hail, a clu broom, those that run upon the ground are genOoveUnd, Jr., in speaking ol the progress
for Charles
Banker, baa
ticket office and dressing rooms; on the erally marked by natural tints. Quail, housekeeper
at forestry for the last year in the year
second floor a dance hall fifty-four by partridges and grouse are colored like the moved into rooms in her old home.
book 01 the department of agriculture.
of a speckled or brow nish
feet and a stage twenty by forty ground, being
Carolyn Crabtree, Morns Foes and
“Emmgh is now known to make im- forty The
hall is on the third floor, hue, and are seen with difficulty standing Thomas Merchant, who are attending the
feet.
lodge
-pemtive a complete change in the methods a room
bushes
the
or
berry
gleaning their Ellsworth high school, spent Sunday at
forty by fifty feet, supplemented among
of forest use, and the ways in which this
repast in the cornfield. Too small to de- home.
by four paraphernalia rooms.
•huge may best be brought about are
fend
themselves, their colors are adapted
Hancock lodge was instituted on June 4,
Mrs. Helen Dyer, Miss Edwards and Mr.
discussed with equal interest by the specto protect them by concealment.
1907, with thirty eight charter members. I
Morrison, of East brook, were recent
ialist and the man in the street.
The sparrows and larlu that bnlld upThe present officers are: Willis A. Stanley,
guests at the home of H. B. Scammon and
“National welfare, as well as individual
N. G.; Charles C. Bucklin, V. G.; Addison on the ground are plainly dressed; and wife.
soomlort, is seen to be dependent upon
Horace E. Stanley, thrushes, which are equally neutral in
Barker, secretary;
Mrs. O. L. Crabtree and Mias
Lola
To
conservation.
this
better
barest
build in low bushes and take their
treasurer; Augustus Dolliver, W.; Adel- tint,
knowledge and sorer insight is mainly bert
food chiefly from the ground. Water Crabtree leave this week for Southern
R.
Howard
S.
N.!
Bridges, C.;
Staples,
S. C-, where they will spend the
due the progress which foreety has made
birds are generally gray all over, except a Pines,
G.; Walter Joyce, L. 8. N. G.; Charles W.
la the past year.
in their plumage alone. Ducks, winter. Capt. Crabtree will Join them in
tinge
B.
8.
C.
L.
Hosooe
8,
8.;
Joyce,
Staples,
8.;
“Unprecedented forest fires served a Seth G. Stock
are many of
them variegated New York and go South with them.
bridge, chaplain; Trnman B. however,
Oct. 26.
C.
similar purpose, so that the lesson which
with green and other colors that harI.
A.
O.
Clarence
G
Grom,
Snow,
G.;
;
•hey taught, in spite of its terrific cost, Chester
monize with the weeds and plants of the
K.
8.
V.
BarStewart,
G.; Emery
NORTH SEDGWICK.
With a
mill probably pay for itself.
boor, L. 8. V. G.; The membership is shore upon which they are fonnd.
unanimity never before paralleled, the eighty. Harbor View lodge, D. ol B., has
Rev. 8. P. Merrill has returned to
Bright colored birds in nearly every
-five members.
case
yen jilt of the country are demanding that e
frequent forests and leafy trees. Massachusetts.
inquet, concert and ball were feaaatop be put to forest waste and destruc- tures of
Among familiar examples of these are
the occasion.
George Thurston of Leominster, Maas.,
tion.
woodpeckers, the blue jay and the car- is visiting his father, David Thurston.
“The more striking lines of advancedinal grosbeak. Many of the singing
Magazine and Book Notes.
Fred Page and John Orcutt have resent in forestry in 1906 were the follow
snch as the finches and buntings,
The Maine farmers’ Almanac lor 1910, birds,
turned from a hunting trip with one deer.
find
moat ot their sustenance in the
Charles
E.
Nash
Son
A
published by
Mrs. Bertha Orcutt has returned from
“1
grasses; but high-colored ones, like the
Through appropriate educational
Augusta, is oat, complete as ever with purple finch and red poll, usually build h visit of two weeks in Belfast and West
sshanaels, public interest in forests prob- valuable information.
in trees.
lems was secured more directly and
Conspicuous for their brilliant colors Sedgwick.
are the golden oriole, the tanager and the
Mrs. C. M. Clapp is with her daughter,
••actively than ever before. Especially
INDIAN POINT.
American
goldfinch. All of these species Mrs. Nellie Sargent, at
work
in
the
-enlnsMe was the
begun
Sargentville,
M. B. Richardson and wife spent the build their nests in trees and seldom run
to
the
the
primary grades
Schools, from
on the ground.
The goldfinch feeds upon for the winter.
week in Ellsworth.
past
in
aided
materially
-wnliegea. The press
compound flowers, which are mostly yelMrs. Nellie Staples, who baa been in
Miss Pansy Henry spent tbe week-end low. His plumage of gold and olive allow
suiting clear the need and purpose of
Bloehill several weeks caring for a sick
him to escape the sight of his enemies
friends
at
Isles.
with
Cranberry
barest conservation.
while picking seeds from the disk of a friend, is home.
“1. The management of the national
Mrs. Seth Harding, who has been in sunflower or from a cluster of golden
Rosa Allen, who was the guest of Mrs'
and
at the poor health tbe past few weeks, is mnch rod.
Tercets was more scientific,
The species that frequent our shrubbery Hattie M. Alien last week, has returned
emit time more satisfactory from a busiimproved.
are of a brown or olive brown of different
to Haverhill, Mass.
maaa point of view and more useful to the
Friends of Mm. Jared Seed, a former shades. They are dressed in colors that
Oct. 26.
Rae.
peblic, than ever before.
reeident here, were grieved to hear of her blend with the general tints of tbs
ground and herbage while they are seek“g. The states displayed a keener in- death at Northeast Harbor Oct. 22.
Deufaess Cannot be Cured
ing their food or sitting upon their neats.
tnr it and a livelier activity in forest matMm. John Abram, who has been em- Birds, however, do not differ much in the by local applications, ofas they cannot rench
the ear. There is
the diseased portion
ure, and state legislatures either passed
hidden
of
their
Beneath
parts
plumage.
ployed as bookkeeper at Fanenil Hall
only one way to care deafness, and that is by
are almost universally of a grayish
mr considered bills in which advanced
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
Bar Harbor, daring the season, is they
market,
or
whitish
so
while
that
on
a
tint,
sitting
by an interned condition of the mucous linprevisions were made for forest protection home.
branch, anyone looking upwards can ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
Asm fire and unjust taxation, and fer
scarcely distinguish them from the hues is Inflamed yon have a rumbling sound or imH.
Oct. 26.
of the clouds and the sky and grayish perfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed,
•notating the uae of private forest propDeafness is the result, and unless the inflamunder surface of the leaves.
DEDHAM.
erty in the interest of the public welfare.
mi' ion can betaken out and this tube restored
But why, it may be asked, are the to
its normal condition, bearing will be dew>4. A partial census taken among
James Mead haa lost his horse.
females more plainly dressed than the stroyed forever; nine cases
out of tea are
pfisste forest owners furnished proof that
opposite sex? Perhaps it is because the caused by Catarrh, which is nothing bnt an
Miss
Blanche
of
is
visitAlley
Bangor,
female preforms the duties of incubation, inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
•fee practice of private forestry is extending
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
and if she
were
ing Mm. Charles Osgood.
brightly-colored she case
•man rapidly than was supposed, psrticuof Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
Daniel Johnaon, W. C. Bradstreet and would be more readily descried by birds cannot be cored by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Pend
w. among those who in their businesses
of prey while sitting on her nest. The for circulars, free.
of
are
of
John Swift,
Beverly, Maaa,
guests
male tlrd, on the contrary, while hunting
•■a themselves users of forest products.”
V. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
C. E. Johnson and wife.
among the blossoms and foliage of the
Sold by ell Druggists, 75c.
trees for Insect food, is not so readily
Take
Hall’s
Family Pills for constipation.
Gerald Thompson haa railed 4,600 boshTie newspaper which has no uniform
distinguished from the flowers, for in the
W.
W.
E.
eis
of
it
tatif
and
1,400;
latitudes
the
potatoes;
Heath,
season
temperate
breeding
mate /hr odeertieing space,
Advertisers in TUI AMERICAN art
8. P. Webber, 1,100; A. is the time when all nature is in bloom.
fbd to tofts what it can gat /sr it, is a W. Bnrritl, 1,126;
capturing the trade.
and the ad- G. Hooper, 1,060; C. E. Johnson, 600;
BT TUB

Xtobntiinnnit*.

(X)UNTY NEWS,

WEDDING BELLS.

H. GRANT CO.,

|

offer for sale some desirable bargains In Real
Estate In

ELLSWORTH, HAHCOCX POINT, SORRENTO.

We do a general IN817BANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and off-r the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

t

♦

:

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
CLLS'.VORTH,

MAI IM I

FARM FOR 8ALE OR RENT

A

BARGAIN

A Hue farm at North Hancock, containing t»0 acres—One and one-half
rnr, house
of m rooms, spring water piped to Puddings, young orchard In bearing.
Farm Is
stocked and fully equipped with modem tools. Implements and

machinery.

Several other Attractive Real Cetata Value.

Inquire

of C.

W.

<Se

L,.

MASQX

PROPER INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE

—

~

companies for which I am agent are all "Old timers"; they have been
tried times without number, and have a record lor square dealings and promt t
*
*
and liberal adjustment of losses.
Root Estate
The

Investments

o.

TAPL,EY

W.

ELLSWORTH,
C

ME.

Proper1188 in Ellsworth. Surry, Lamoine, Hancock
Sorrento, Bar Harbor. Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast
Timlier Lands. Representative of the National Cooperative
Realty
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

U|

ClITTflN

'Uj;i

Company!

Office nt Residence, Snrr,- Road, Kllswortb. Mains.

t

g:be

|

j

—

ALL

Building

•bmp advertising medium,

L—imwrenceburg find.) Pises.

Frank Patterson. 300.
Oct. 25.

Advertising brings (As customers and
B.

assists the salesman.

The only plaet to get bargain* it at the
etore that advertises for your trade.

OF

FOR

F~urnish>eci

SALE

Twenty-eight foot auxiliary sloop “Hustler”. This boat is well adapteu for
lobstering, fishing and scalloping. The engine with the scallop gear was
installed new last year. For particulars apply to
E. W. JELL ISON,

Tenant*

ft* West Ellsworth; also one Smith
For penknlara
Premier typewriter.
to WtRmo B. Cubi, Ellsworth.

CAMP

apply

SOUTHERN

ALBERTA

LAND

—

World**

S» acre* at lit an
beat wheat-producer.
NOW. part down, balance ea»v term*.
"Ai.nsaTi/' 77 Morse-Oliver, Bangor, Me.
acre

b»g« in l—Tbe Directoire Fold*

j In* Hand Bag, warranted leather. HamJADIE8—4
grain #a. Oppor*eal grain #7;

pie

morroco

tunity direct from
CitAMPLiN, 5*1 Journal

manufacturer.

A.

B.

Bldg.. Boston. Maes.

EELinUti.
any one having a dwelling*
houae in Ellsworth to sell, please send
description and price of same to Tha Gao. H.
Gba.vt Co., Ellsworth, Me.

HOUSE—Will

around 50 to look after onr business
in unoccupied territory.
Special inC. K. Bcmr A Co.,
ducement, permanentNurserymen, Manchester. Conn.

MAN

&praal

-XotlffB.

STATE OF

Harbor,

Maine.

I.C5X .\ctiais,

fnt Salt.

j

_

KINDS

Material

MAINE.

Public Notice.

NOTICE or FORNCLOMI KF.
Charles H. Eiuery, of EH»wortb. in tbe county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by his mortgage d**«d dated
the thirteenth day of August, one thousand
nine hundred am! three, and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deed*, nook 395,
page 241, conveyed to me. the ondersigned, a
certain parcel of real estate situate on Long
Island, in Blue Hill, in §ai<l county of Hancock, and "heing all and the «atne premises
and buildlcgs thereon described m a deed
frotn Edwins K Dow and Willard 8. Dow to
William O. tfodgdon and Addison O. Robbies,
dated be pi. Htnd. 19u0. and recorded in registry of deeds for Haucock county in book 354,
pace 297. to which deed and record thereof
reference la hereby made. Meaning and intending to hereby convey the same premise*
described a» conveyed in a deed from ihe said
Hodgdon and Robbins to the said C harles U.
Emery, bearing the same date as these presenta. to be recorded.”
And whereas, the said Charles H. Emery,
by his other mortgage deed, dated the fourth
day of November, 1908. and recorded in said
registry, book «00. page 145. conveyed tome,
the undersigned, a certain parcel ol real estate situate in Blue Hill, in said county of
Hancock, on Long Island in Blue Hill bsy.
and '‘Being the same land described as conveyed in a deed from Abram Duffy to the said
Charles H. Emery, dated October 39th. one
thousand nine hundred and three, to be recorded.
Meaning and intending to couvey
herewith all and the same premises therein
described with all the privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging.”
And whereas, the conditions of both of said
mortgages have been broken;
Now therefore, by reason of the breach of
auch conditions of both of said mortgages. I
claim a foreclosure of both of said mortgages.
Dated at Bangor. Maine, this twenty third
day of October, 1909.
Fshdebick A. Eddy.

WHEREAS,

In conformity with the provision® of
Chapter 42 of the Public Laws of eighteen
bandied and ninety-nine, and upon the
petition of fire or morecitixenaof the State,
and deeming it for the best interest of the
State, the Oommiaaioners of Inland Fisheries and Game, after doe notice to all In the District
Court of the United States lor
the Hancock District of Maine.
persona interested in the subject matter of
In the matter of
■aid petition, and public hearing thereon
J
Joseph V. Da*by,
J) In Bankruptcy.
in the locality to be affected, and deeming
Bankrupt,
it necessary and proper for the protection To the creditors of Joseph V. Daney. of Eden,
in the county of Hancock and district aforeand preservation of the game of the State,
said, a bankrupt:
la hereby given that on the 14th
hereby adopt the following needful Rules
day of October, a. d. 1909. the said
and Itegulations relating to the hunting
Joseph V. Daney was duly adjudicated bankof moose in the towns of Mt. Desert, Tre- rupt; and that the first meeting of bis
will be held at my office, in Ellsmont. Southwest Harbor and Eden, in the creditors
worth. Maine, on the 10th day of November,
a. d. 1909, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon. at
county of Hancock.
which time the said creditors rosy attend,
RULEd AND REGULATIONS.
rove their claims, appoint • trustee, examine
Section 1. For a period of foar years from are bankrupt and transact such other business aa may properly come before said meetOctober 1&, a. d. 1909, it shall be unlawful to
WILLIAM E. WMITIHO.
ing.
bant, chase, catch, take, kill or deatory any
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth. Me., Oct. ti 1W9.
moose in the town* of Mt. Desert, Tremont,
Southwest Harbor or Eden, or to have in
In the Diatnct Court of the United States for
possession any moose taken in either of said
tbe Hancock District of Maine.
towns, nuder the penalty provided in tbs genIn the matter of
)
eral law of the State for the Illegal bunting,
Fubd C. Bickford,
J In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt,
or
in
taking, catching, killiug
having
possesTo the creditors of Fred C. Bickford, of
sion any moose or part thereof.
in the county of Hancock and
Gouldsboro,
Dated this twenty-seventh day of Septemdistrict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
L. T. Cablbtom, Chairman.
is hereby given that on the 9tn
ber, a. d. 1909.
day of October, a. d. 1909, the said
J. W. Brackett.
i Fred
C.
Bickford was duly adjudicated
E. E. Ring,
1
bankrupt; and that the drat meeting of his
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game. i creditors will be held at my office, in
1 Ellsworth, Maine, on the 17th day of NovemSection 37, Chapter 3*, of the Revised ber. a. d. 1909. at 1 o’clook in the afternoon,
StAtn'es: Whoever Ashes for. takes, catches, at which time the said creditors may attend,
kills or destroys any inland fish, in any man- prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
ner or at any time, in violation of any of the
the bankrupt, and transact such other busirules and regulations of the commissioners ness aa may properly come before said meetof inland fisheries and game, made and pro- ing.
William E. Whitiho,
Referee in Bankruptcymulgated in conformity with the provisions
of this chapter, shall he punished In the same
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Oct. 25. 1909.
manner ana to the same extent as is provided
for by law for the Illegal taking, catching,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
killing or destroying any sneb inland flah.
she has been duly appointed executrix
SeetJou 38. whoever willfully mutilates, of
the last will and testament of
defaces or destroys any notice, rule or reguCHARLR8 H. FRAZIER, late of MOUNT
lation of tkd commissioners of inland fisheries and game, posted in conformity with the
DESERT,
provisions of this chapter, shall be punished la the
and
county of Haneook, deceased,
by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, to be re- given bonds
All
as the law directs.
covered by complaint or indictment; and oneof
estate
the
demands
against
wj
half of said fine shall be paid to the prose- having
deceased are desired to present the same for
cutor.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reImmediately.
to
make
quested
payment

NOTICE

NOTICE

THE

CARD OF THANES.

THE

family of Mrs. Cordelia Remick wish

Ruth A. Fbasiuu.

Northeast

Harbor. Oct. IS. 1*9.

to express thanks to frionds for aid and
sympathy during the sickness and death of
their mother; also for bountiful flowers from
friends and from Bayaide grange and Riveraide improvement society.
Ellsworth. Me., Oct. 2ft,

BE A CBAOFfCUl

~

NOTICE.
HE BE AS my wife. Zelma N. Bartlett,
having left me without Just cauee or
proTOcailOD.I
hereby forbid all persona bar
holing or trusting her on my account, as 1
■hall pay no bills of her contracting after
this date.
Wn. H. Bastlbtt.
Mt. Desert, Me., Oct. 14. taw.

W

1}

Men

w

anted to train for

positions as drivers or repalnnen. Salary $15. g
Complete
*50 per week. Actual practice.
course 3 weeks. Oldest. Moat Reliable bcnooL
Write now for best positions.
PORTLAND AUTO CO., PORTLAND, ME.

Hopkins, William H. True; for the de- Poor; cruel and Abusive treatment. Q. B.
Stuart for libellant.
fense, Moses I. Mayo.
Myrtle Stanley, libellant, from Alderwin B.
The case was not Riven to the jury, but Stanley;
adultery. O. B. Stuart for libellant.
FINAL ADJOURNMENT OF TERM by agreement of council, was submitted to
Myrtle F. Leighton, libellant, from Frank
8.
gross and confirmed habits of
Leighton;
the Court. Decision not yet rendered.
PROBABLE TO-MORROW.
intoxication. C. H. Wood for libellant.

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT

LEIGHTON V8. WHEELER.
REACHED
THIS
DOCKET
CRIMINAL
WEEK—SEVERAL TRIALS—HOT OP
DIVORCE8 GRANTED.

The case of Leighton vs. Wheeler was
the next tried. The plaintiff is the widow
and administratrix of Hollis Leighton,
the railroad section hand who was run
TUB COURT*
over on the Washington County railroad
Presiding Justice—Arno W. Kino, Ells- on the morning of last Christmas, and the
worthdefendant was the engineer of the train.
Clerk—John P. Knowlton. Ellsworth.
Plaintiff alleged that defendant was
County Attorney—Wilet C. Cowary, Bucksnegligent in not applying the emergency
port.
brakes as soon as he saw the object on the
Sheriff—Forrest O. Milsry. Ellsworth.
track ahead
a
Crier— H. G. Skallidob, Winter Harbor.
distance, as plaintiff
Euorwr D. Brans, Ellsworth;
claimed, of some 1,000 feet.
Deputies
Kurd
A.
Bar
Harbor;
Clarence E. Madden,
Defendant claimed that every reasonPatter, East Sullivan; H. (J. Smallidor, able precaution was used; that the brakes
Winter Harbor;' Norris L. Orindlr, Penob- were
applied as soon as it was seen the
scot.
object on the track was a man, and that it
Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland.
was impossible to stop the train in time.
Messenger— Edward Downey, Ellsworth.
Defendant further claimed that there was
The October terra of the supreme court nothing to prove that the man was not
dead w'hen struck by the train. In reply
is drawing to • close. Final adjournment
The term has to this plaintiff offered expert medical tesis probable to-morrow.
been a busy one, with more civil and timony to prove that the condition of the
criminal trials than for several years. The body, the blood where the man was struck
criminal docket wah reached this week. and along the track where the body was
The Italian shooting case, now on trial, dragged, indicated that the mao was alive
will probably be the last trial of the term. when struck.
The jury returned a verdict for the
LADD VB. RICHARDSON.
plaintiff for |2,000.
C.
Ladd
vs.
Charles
case
of
The trespass
D. E. Hurley appeared for plaintiff and
Samuel O. Kichardson went to the jury Henry M. Hall for defendant.
the
to
Thursday forenoon. The parties
MOTION TO QUASH INDICTMENT.
action own adjoining property at Bar
There was an interesting little legal
Harbor, and the case involved the location
battle Friday afternoon between L. B.
of the line between the two properties.
Plaintiff built a fence 100 feet long on Deasy, attorney for Burtran Q. Dow, and
—

—

was his land, several feet
inside what ho alleges to be the true line.
Defendant, claiming the fence was on his
land, destroyed the fence, and plaintiff
thereupon brougnt suit for trespass. There
is a difference of about seventeen feet between the line as claimed by plaintiff and
defendant. The jury returned a Verdict

wnat he claims

for defendant.

Deasy

*te

for

Lynam appeared

plaintin

and £. S. Clark (or defendant.
BROOK8V1LLE FIRE CASK.

The ease o( Henry C. Grindle, of Penobscot, against the town of Brooksvilie, to
recover pay for fighting forest tire in
Brooksvtlle under direction of the selectmen of that town, was heard Thursday
afternoon. This is a teat case, there.being
several other men who have not received
pay for similar service.
No facts were at issue for the jury, and
the case was heard on points of law by
The question was as to the
the Court.
authority of the selectmen to hire men to
fight the fire, and the legality of their action, they not having first laid out the
town in fire districts and made this a matter of record. The Court gave judgment
for defendants. The case will go to the
law court.
D. E. Hurley appeared for plaintiff and
Elmer P. Spofford for defendants.
UNITED STATES VS. BURKILL.

This is

a case

to determine

the land on the
custom house lot

taining

wall

west

lying

of

and the river.

heard in chambers last

the

present

The

re-

case was

Thursday evening

the former’s

DIVORCES DECREED.

The following divorces have been dei creed

I

so

far

during

the term:

Minnie Grover, libellant, from William E.
Grover: adultery. K. H. Clark for libellant;
W. E. Whiting for libellee.

before Judge King. U. 8. District AttorRogilla M. Ogden, libellant, from Stephen
ney R. T. Whitehouse appeared for the Smith Ogden; m>n-*upp<>rt. L. F. Giles Tor
i libellant: U. G. Mudgett for libellee.
government; Henry M. Hall for Burrill.
The government’s contention is that the G-Samuel A. Shore?, libellant, from Florence
!
Sho-ey; adultery. L. F. Giles for libellant.
deed from David
Dyer to the United
Mittie M. Sargent, libellant, from Roscoe B.
States, given in 1856, conveying the laud Sargent; non-support. G. B. Stuart for libel1 iant.
on which the present custom house and !
Alonzo S. Witham, libellant, from Gertrude
postoffice building now stands, extends Witham; desertion. W. C. Conarv for libelwest to “low-water mark”, as stated in lant.
James G. Piper,
from Eva B.
libellant,
the deed, and that the building on this
Piper; cruel and abusive treatment. F. L.
laud, owned by Mr. Burrill, is on land Mason for libellant.
Dn-» D. Pettingill, libellant, from William
owned by the government.
A. Pettingill;
desertion. F. J.. Mason for
The defense is, iu substance, that “low- libellant;
John E. Hunker for libellee.
water mark” is at or near the present reNettie Paige, libellant, from Levi W. Paige;
taining wall; that he is the rightful owner desertion. H. L. Graham for libellant.
Mary Conners, libellant, from Alonzo W.
of the land on which the building rests by
Conners; desertion. Custody of minor chilwarranty deed from Campbell, Leach & dren decreed to libellant. E. 8. Clark for libellant.
Co., they acquiring the property from
Andrew Doran, libellant, from Emma W’all
Luther Giles, who gave them warranty Doran; desertion.
W. E. Whiting for libellant.
deed.
Nlra PL Tripp, libellant, from Thomas E.
Defense further'alleges that he has acTrip; adultery. H. L. Crabtree for libellant.
quired title by adverse possession, having
Virginia M. Mclnnis, libellant, from John
been in possession for more than twenty Mclnnis; utter desertion. T. H. Smith for
years.

Witnesses for the plaintiff who were examined were Henry L. Moor, Edward K.

1756

Addie Floy Hall, libellant, from Vernon M.
Hall, utter
desertion. Custody of minor
child decreed to libellant. B. E. Clark for
libellant.
Carrie L. Brown, libellant, from James L.
Brown; cruel and abusive treatment. Custody of minor child decreed to libellant. E.
N. Benson for libellant.
Emma Dobson, libellant, from Joseph Dobson, gross and confirmed habits of intoxication. E. P. Spofford for libellant.
Lizzie Harvey, libellant, from William L.
Harvey; gross and confirmed habitsof intoxication. Name changed to Lizzie Stewart.
E. P. Spofford for libellant.
Rose Pert, libellant, from Edwin H. Pert;
desertion. E. P. Spofford for libellant.
Edwin Stanley, libellant, from Mary Stanley; desertion. 0. H. Wood for libellant.
James B. Bradley, libellant, from Martha C.
Bradley; desertion. O. F. Fellows for libellant; John A. Peters for iibellee.
Annie M. Byder. libellant, from Frank O.
Ryder; cruel and abusive treatment. Name of
libellant changed to Annie May Stubbs. Fellows A Fellows for libellant.
Maude W. Hagerthy, libellant, from Elmer
Hagertby; gross and confirmed habits of intoxication. O. B. Stuart for libellant.
Francis E. Gray, libellant, from Katie A.
Gray; utter desertion. 8pofford for libellant;
Littlefield for Iibellee.

1909—Capias.

1750

State vs. Frank LeBrenton, common
seller. April term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
[758 State vs. Charles L. Clark, assault with
attempt to rape.
April term 1909—
Capias to issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
1769 State vs. Charles L. Clark, assault with
attempt to rape., April term, 1909Capias to issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
[700 State vs. F. J. Coolong, obtaining money
under false pretenses. April term, 1909
—Capias to Issue.
[707 State vs. Bennie Daigle, common seller.
April term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct.

1909—Capias.

trial or criminal

cases was

taken

libellant.
David G. Dawes, libellant, from Irene
Dawes; adultery. G. B. Stuart for libellant.
Jennie M. Poor, libellant, from Laurel M.

Brunni, and

shot him he

believed

the

when
his

own

State

Beunie

vs.

nuito is-

Daigle, single sale.
to issue.

Oct.

1771

State vs. Harry C. Hodgkins, larceny by
embezzlement.
April term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909-Indictment

1781

State vs. John Powers, single sale. April
term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909-

Capias.

1782

State

vs.

John Powers,

common seller.
to issue. Oct.

April term, 1009—Capias
1909—Capias.

pi etc Appealed ca tee.
John Hawkes, search and seizfrom Bar Harbor municipal court.
Trial Oct. 28. Verdict of not guilty ordered by Court.
1784 State vs. J D Phillips, violation of town
ordinance, from Bar Harbor munici-

1788.

up

State

vs.

ure.

pal

latter

life

1709

vs. Bennie Daigle, common
sance, April term, 1909—Capias
sue. Oct. 1909—Capias.

was

court.

1785 State vs. 8. L. Treat, search and seizure,
from Bar Harbor municipal court.
Judgment of lower court affirmed.
Fine and costs paid.
1786 State vs. Avery Small, search and seizure, from Bar Harbor municipal court.
Judgment of lower court affirmed, with
additional costs.
1787 State vs. Fred Dean, single sale, from
Western Hancock municipal court.
Oct. 1909—Continued.
1788 State vs. Thomas Kimball, single sale,
from
Western
Hancock municipal
court. Oct. 1909—Continued.
1789 State vs. Waldo Pooler, single sale, from
Western Hancock municipal court.
Nol prossed on payment of *50.
1790 State vs. Charles A. Rowe, search and
seizure, from Western Hancock municipal court. Trial Oct. 25. Verdict

guilty.

1791

Joseph Souci, search and seizure, from Western Hancock municipal
court.
Oct. 1909—Judgment of lower ;

State

vs.

court affirmed.
State vs., Joseph Souci, search and seizure, from Western Hancock municipal
court.
Oct.» 1909—Judgment of lower
court affirmed.
New Indictments.
1793-4-5-6 State vs. James Bern&rdini, gambling. Oct. 1909^-Capias.
1797 State vs. Giovanni Brunni, assault with
Pleaded not guilty.
attempt to kill
Trial Oct. 26.
1798-9 State vs John J. Carroll, single sale.
Oct. 1909—Capias.
1800 State vs. John J. Carroll, common seller.
Oct. 1909—Capias.
1801 State vs. Mayo H. Clement, common
seller. Pleaded guilty.
1802-3 State vs. Mayo H. Clement, single sale.
Pleaded guilty to both indictments.
1804 State vs. Arthur Colson and Clinton Sargent, breaking, entering and larceny.
Pleaded guilty.
1805 State vs. Eddie Comiskey, single sale.
Oct. 1909—Capias.
1806 State vs. Burt ran G. Dow, larceny.
Pleaded guilty.
1807-8 State vs. Frank Green,
gambling.
Pleaded guilty to both indictments.
Fine $20 and costs on one indictment.
Other continued for sentence.
1809 State vs. Dennis Hayes, pocket peddler,
Trial Oct. 26. Verdict guilty.

day.
Ctapt. Franklin Stanley returned SatIn many of the cases on the criminal
urday from a business trip to Ellsworth.
docket respondents pleaded guilty. The ;
Walter Hadlock, wife and son Ruscomplete docket printed below gives the sell,
accompanied by Mrs. Hadlock’s
record of disposal of cases up to noon to- :
Bister, Mrs. Nettie A. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, are in Bangor for a few days.
Continued Cates.
658 State vs. Charles A Weaver, single sale.
Capt. L. A. Farnsworth, of Winterport,
Oct. term, 1907—Continued for jail sen- and
Engineers Harold Tracy and Merton
tence.
Continued. I
April term. 1908
Oct. term, 1908—Continued further for Wescott, of Winter Harbor, returned to
sentence. April term, 1909—Continued. I their home last week.
Capt. Farnsworth
Oct. 1909-Filed.
and Mr. Tracy expect to return and finish
1701 State vs. John Sharkey, single sale. 1
April term, 1908—Continued, Oct. term, ! their season’s work on the boats of Mr.

1708

1720

1724

1725

1726

'Royxir

1728

1780

BaKinaPowder
AbsolutelyPut*

No fretting

making.

the biscuit
Royal is first

1781
%

1782

over

aid to many
cook's success

1789

a
1742

1745

1908—Pleaded guilty.
Continued for
sentence. April term, 1909—Capias to
issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
State vs. John Sharkey, single sale.
April term, 1908—Continued. Oct. term,
1908—Pleaded guilty,
Continued for
sentence. April term, 1909—Capias to
issue. Oct. 1909-Capias.
State vs. John Sharkey, common seller,
April term, 1908—Continued, Oct. terra.
1908— Pleaded guilty.
Continued for
sentence. April term, 1909—Capias to
issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
State vs. Sarah
Bernardini, common
nuisance. Oct. term, 1908—Capias ordered. April term, 1909—Capias to issue.
Oct. 1909— Pleaded guilty. Continued for sentence.
State vs. Mike Doyle, single sale. Oct.
term, 1909—Capias ordered. April term,
1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909—Capias.
State vs. Mike Doyle, common seller.
Oct. term, 1908—Capias ordered. April
term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909

Burnham.
Oct. 25.

S.

Joe Joyce, Alfred Richardson and John
larking are home from Caribou, where
1 hey have been employed.
Oct. 26.
Bkiab.

MARINE LIST.

LITTLE PILLS for the LIVER
Constipation, Headache, Dizziness, Biliousness, Torpid Liver, Etc.

For

PRICE, is CENTS

BLAUD’S IRON PILLS
A Standard Tonic
pills when taken into the stomach*
produce ferrous carbonate, a form of iron
most easily assimilated by the system. They
are the best tonic for pale and anaemic perThese

and those who suffer from scrofulous affections or any disease of the blood. They
supply the body with those elements which
the diseased conditions indicate arc most
sons

wanting.

Bllsworth Port.
Sid Oot 21, scb Melissa Trask, Newark,
itaves and heads, C J Treworgy.
Hancock Connrv Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid Oct 19, schs Franconia,
Boston, stone; A O Lawson, Boston, stone
Sid Oct 20, sch Hattie H Barbour, Boston,
itone
Sid Oct 21, sch John Bracewell, New York,
itone
Sid Oct 23, sch Geo E Klinck, Philadelphia,
Sid Oct 24, sch E Arcularius, New York,
lumber
Ar Oct 20, sch Edna
Ar Oct 23, schs Manie Saunders; Lena White

PRICE, 33 CENTS
COMPOUND

WITCH-HAZEL SALVE
Is excellent for dressing wounds and bruises*
burns, the bites and stings of insects, fresh
and old sores, eczema, salt rheum.

PRICE, as CENTS

WITH TAR

COLWELL—At Hancock, Oct 9, to Mr and
Mrs Charles S Colwell, a son.
CUNNINGHAM—At Penobscot, Oct 28, to Mr
and Mrs Harland O Cunningham, a son.
DRUMMEY—At Ellsworth, Oct 24, to Mr and
Mrs William J I'rummey, twins (son and

daughter).

PRICE, as CENTS

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
antacid, valuable in cases of nauheartburn, indigestion. For distress
after eating, one tablet will afford immediate

a

stimulant

sea,

Trenton,
George Haynes, a son.

HAYNES—At

Oct 28, to Mr and Mrs

JELLISON—At North Sullivan, Oct 25, to Mr
and Mrs Everett Jellison, a son.
LELAND-At Trenton, Oct 22, to Mr and Mrs

Woodbury Leland,

a

daughter.

STACKPOLE-At West Ellsworth, Oct 8, to
Mr and Mrs Irving A Stackpole. a son.

relief.

PRICE,

BRIDGES-COOPER-At Sedgwick, Oct 16, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson,
Miss
Myra R
Bridges, of Brooklin, to Charles M Cooper,
of Machiasport.
BUNKER— NICHOLS—At Hancock, Oct 25, by
A B Crabtree, esq. Miss Vera M Bunker, of
Franklin, to Charles E Nichols', of Cam*
bridge, Mass.
DAVIS-GREGORY-At Ellsworth, ^ct 28, by
Rev R B Mathews, Miss Mu rial Goodell
Davis, of Ellsworth, to Franklin Edwards
Gregory, of Brookline, Mass.
DOW-GRA Y-At Hancock, Oct 9X by Alfred B
Crabtree, esq, Mrs Eliza F Dow, of Hancock,
to Daniel I Gray, of Bangor.
JOHNSON-CALER-At Harrigton, Oct 18, by
Rev W R Patterson, Mrs Eyplyn F Johnson
to Albert Caler, both of East Sullivan.
PARKER-THURLOW—At Sonington, Oct 20,
by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Caro May Parker to Eugene Hale Tburlow, both of Stonmgton.
SHERMAN-GARLAND-At Lakewood, Oct
18, by Martin A Garland, esq,, Mrs Sadie
Sherman to Nelson R Garland.
SNOW—HOOPER—At Sedgwick, Oct 2, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Abbie Snow, of
Deer Isle, to Herbert H Hooper, of Sedgwick.

Sitjrrtiscmntta.

Sulphur has been known as a system cleanand
ser and blood purifier (or centuries,
cream

the

of tartar assists in the process.

CASCARA WAFERS
sweet laxative confection of senna and
aromatic fruit pastes. A tonic laxative for
bilious headache, sour stomach, bad breath,
blood and bowels.
a

PRICE,

THE—

(clarion.
Whether it’s

J. P.

germs are lodged.
This—the quality of penetrating—prob-

We ourselves do not

Cures Indigestion

ach, belching, and

cores all stomach dismoney back. Large box of tablets 50 cents, Druggists in all towns.

ease or

j

Ellsworth

Grapes
Concords,

14 cents

Delawares,

17 cents

at LUCH1NPS
CAN’T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OUR

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

APPLE8, VEALS, EGGS
FARM

and

PRODUCE.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North Market St.,
can

Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.
reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

Market

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

recom-

D. D. D. Prescription at fl.00 a botthe benefit of those who have
never tried the
prescription, we arranged
with D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago for
a special large trial bottle at 25 cents on a
special offer now. This first bottle ought
to convince every sufferer, and, at any
rate, it will surely take away the itch at
once.
E. E. Moork, Ellsworth, Me.
mend

tle, but for

G. X.

BOWDEN,
DEALER IN

INDIAN

Motor-Cycles.
MAIN

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

$taifc00umai
MONAGHAN'S DANCING SCHOOL

MAINE

Car&0.

j SOPHIA WALKER,

WILL OPEN

TEACHER OF

TUESDAY, NOV. 2

PIANOFORTE,

AT

COURT ST.,

Society Hall.
Private Lessons

Dancing, Day

or

Given

in

Evening.

j

C. E. MONAGHAN
U-NO-HIM.

MIONA

It relieves stomach misery, sour stom-

hesitate to

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

But it

eczema

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. (Sold by

Since the old-fashioned theory of curing eczema through the blood has been
given up by scientists,many different salves

has been found that these salves only clog
the pores and can not penetrate to the

a

nace—if it is a

TO CURE ECZEMA.

tried for skin diseases.

IQ CENTS

For sale only at
PARCHER’S Drue Store
A.
GEORGE
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

~V

They Clog the Pores— Only a Liquid Can
Reach the loner Skin.

Clears

complexion. Helps rheumatism and gout«
PRICE, is CENTS

SALVES FAILS

MONEY BACK.

1746

OF

CREAM

TARTAR LOZENGES

MARRIED.

have been

CENTS

io

AND

SULPHUR

(Lewis Alphonso.)

WHY

COUGH SYRUP

PINE

WHITE

BORN.

ably explains the tremendous success of
the only standard liquid eczema cure, oil
G. A. Parcher Sells the Remedy for of wintergreen as compounded in D. D. D.
Prescription. After ten years of cure after
Catarrh on that Liberal Basis.
Breathe Hyomei over the germ- cure, the world’s leading skin specialists
ridden membrane, and it will kill the have accepted this as the true eczema cure.

germs and care catarrh.
Thero is no other way—yon must get
where the germs are before you can
destroy them.
And when catarrh germs have disappeared, other things will happen;
Capias.
there will be no more hawking, not
State vs. Daniel A. Herlihy, common
seller. Indictment found and entered even in the morning; that offensive
October, 1908. Oct. 1909—Plea of guilty breath will disappear; there will be no
entered by his attorney.
more obnoxious mucous, or coughing,
State vs. Daniel H. Herlihy, common or
sneezing, or huskiness of voice, or
seller.
Oct. term, 1908—Capias or- !
All these disdered. April term, 1909—Capias to is- i difficulty in breathing.
sue.
agreeable accessories of the demon
State va. Eddie Jewell, common nui- i catarrh will disappear, and as they
go
sance. Oct. team. 1908—Pleaded guilty.
the glow of health will return and all
Continued for sentence. April term,
the strength and energy that was for1909—Continued. Oct. 1909—Continued.
State vs. Eddie Jewell, single sale. Oct
merly used in combating the inroads
of catarrh will bring back your vitalterm, 1908—Pleaded guilty. Continued
for sentence.
April term, 1909 -Con- ity and ambition, will make a
new,
tinued. Oct. 1909—Continued.
of you in a few
State vs. Eddie Jewell, common seller. healthy, happy being
weeks.
Oct. term, 1908- Pleaded guilty. Continued for sentence. April term, 1908—
G. A. Parcher will sell you a comContinned. Oct. 1909—Continued.
Hyomei outfit for 81.00. This
plete
State vs. Kidder L. Moore, Jr., adultery.
Inoludes a fine inhaler, a bottle of
Oct. term, 1909—Capias ordered. April
f pronounced
term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909— Hyomei
High-o-me),
Continued.
and instructions for use. Sold by
State vs. Alice May Robinson, adultery.
Extra
leading
druggists
everywhere.
Oct. term, 1908—Capias ordered. April
bottles 50 cents. And bear in mind,
term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct. 1909—
back
if
doesn’t
core
Continued.
money
Hyomei
State vs. Charles Abram, from Ellsworth
municipal court, drunk and disorderly.
Pleaded guilty. April term, 1909—Con-

tinued for sentence.
Oct. 1609—Complaint filed.
State vs. Mayo H. Clement, from Ellsworth municipal court, single sale.
April term, 1909—Continued.
1747 State vs. Norris L. Moore, from Ellsworth municipal court, assault and
battery. April term, 1909—Continued.
1750 State vs. Intoxicating liquors, Mathew

Preparations

inner skin below the epidermis, where the

ab&tttiscmrmss.

Special

HALL QUARRY.
Mrs. Hannah Oookson is quite ill.
The three-masted schooner William
] Sooth is loading paving blocks tor New
fork.

Mrs. Belle Moore went to Bangor Thurs-

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

1702

Makes
the most nutritious
food and tiie most
dainty and delicious

A social and sale of ice-cream and cake
held at the hall Wednesday evening.
Proceeds, about flO, tor the benefit of the
lastor, Rev. E. A. Tntee.
Oct. 26.
N.
was

DIRI>.
in danger. The case will probably* go to
| 1810 State vs. Arthur Hunton, common seller.
the ju.*y this afternoon.
1811-12 State vs. Arthur Hunton, single sale. BLAISDELL—At East
Orland, Oct 21, Hiram
First indictment nol prossed.
CHARGED WITH PERJURY.
Blaisdell. aged 83 years.
1813 State vs. A. L. Knowlton, common seller. COOK—At
Oct
Ellsworth,
21, Mrs Sarah Cook,
Martin V. Webber, of Bar Harbor, witOct. 1909—Capias.
aged 76 years.
ness for the State in an indictment against
1814-15-16-17 State vs. A. L. Kimball, single DONOVAN—At
Ellsworth, Oct 23, Timothy
sale.
Donovan, aged 46 years.
Arthur Hunton, of Bar Harbor, got him1818 State vs. A. H. McCourtney, larceny.
GENN—At Orland. Oct 24, John E Genn, aged
self in serious trouble yesterday. When
67 years, 4 months, 21 days.
1819 State vs. George H. Patterson, larceny.
he took the stand he contradicted the eviPleaded not guilty.
GREEN—At South Portland, Oct 14. Mrs Mary
dence he nad given to the grand jury, and 1820 State vs. Waldo Pooler, single sale. Nol
A Green, of Bucks port, aged 71 years, 8
months, 23 days.
prossed on payment of $50.
declared he had not bought liquor of the
1821-2 State vs. Avery Small,
gambling. GRINDLE—At Oak Point, Trenton, Oct 26,
respondent.
Miss Dorothy Grindle, aged
Pleaded guilty to both indictments.
19 years, 4
Fine, #20 and costs on one indictmeut.
months, 18 days.
Judge King ordered him committed,
Other continued for sentence.
PENNEY—At Sedgwick, Oct 21, Jonathan W
and later in the afternoon had him called
1823-4-5-6-7-8-9 State vs. Joseph Souci, single
Penney, aged 77 years, 7 months, 27 days.
to the bar. Judge King s lid he felt conPEREZ—At Stonington, Oct 18, Bonaparte
strained to believe that Webber had 1830 State vs. Lewis Varick, common seller.
Perez, aged 23 days.
REED—At Northeast Harbor, Oct 22, Oleva A,
testified falsely, and after speaking of the 1831-2 State vs. Lewis Varick, single sale.
wife of Jared R Reed, aged 66 years, 6
seriousness of the offence, ordered that he
months, 13 days.
furnish bonds in the sum of $2,000 for
ISLE8FORD.
appearance at the April term of court to
answer to the charge of perjury.

Some of Parcher's

Harry Bordeaux and wife, of Mt. Desert,
who have spent a few days with friends
aero, returned home Friday.

1792

—

Abbrrtiatmmt*.

SEAL COVE.
Mr*. S. D. Harper is visiting her granddaughter, Mrs. George Bobbins, at Atlantic.

quashed.

Conary
Monday,
County
Attorney
appearing for the State in all the cases.
The case against Charles A. Rowe, of
Stonington, search and seizure, was the
first tried. E. S. Clark, of Bar Harbor,
appeared for defendant. The jury returned a verdict of guilty.
One case against Mayo H. Clement, of
Ellsworth, for single sale, went on trial
Tuesday, but after State's case was in1
not
of
retracted
respondent
plea
guilty, and pleaded guilty to this and two

against

State

1909-Capias.

CRIMINAL CASES.
ine

1788

April term, 1909—Capias

County Attorney Conary,
motion to quash the indictment against
Dow' for breaking, entering and larceny,
other indictments.
on
the ground that the description of
The trial of John Hawkes, of Ellsstolen property as “sundry bills and coins
! worth, search and seizure, followed. The
to the value of ten dollars”, was not evidence was
insufficient, and the Court
sufficient. Mr. Deasy cited several de- ordered a verdict of not
guilty.
cisions in support of this contention.
Dennis Hayes, of Bar Harbor, indicted
County Attorney Conary argued that for pocket peddling, was tried Tuesday.
j the larceny in this case was secondary to The jury returned a verdict of guilty.
the breaking and entering—that the main
ITALIAN ASSAULT CASE.
charge was breaking and entering with
The trial of Geovanni Brunni, of Ston! larceny as the intent as shown by the
I tact that larceny was committed. He ington, indicted for assault with intent
j cited decisions to support this contention. to kill, was opened Tuesday afternoon.
D. E. Hurley and J. B. Redman appeared
I The Court held the indictment good.
for respondent.
ItUliM P.S VB.
The shooting with assault took place at
The caso of Roscoe Holmes vs. Ralph
Stonington on April 24 last, when
1
Hargent, an action on replevin to recover a Brunni, in a quarrel with Marino Gattado
Th? plaintiff over
cow, was tried Saturday.
money which the latter owed him,
owned a cow which he hired out to defendpulled a revolver and shot him. The
ant, the conditions being that he was to bullet entered his back near the spine,
receive a certain quantity of milk daily.
passed almost through his body, peneDefendant admitted this as the original
trating a lung and the intestines and
arrangement, but claimed that later a beaking a rib in front. Gattado lintrade had been made by which he was to
gered between life and death several
purchase the cow, to be paid for in milk weeks at a hospital in Rockland, but
supplied for a certain length of time. finally recovered, left the hospital and
Plaintiff denied any such trade.
disappeared, and cannot be located.
The case went to the jury at noon SaturThe defense claimed the shooting was in
day. Verdict for plaintiff.
self-defense—that Gattado was a bad man,
D. E. Hurley appeared for plaintiff; with a criminal
record, had the reputation
Harry L. Crabtree for defendant.
of going armed, and had made threats
on

the title to

between the

1754

J. Valtz, claimant, from We*trrnHancock municipal court, libel and monitioot. April term, 1909—Continued.
State vs. Phebe Benson, single sale.
April term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct,
1908 -Nol prosaed.
State vs. Frank LeBrenton, single sale.
April term, 1909—Capias to issue. Oct.

RAW FURS WANTED
We have

special orders to fill early for MINK,
MARTEN. OTTER. MUSKRAT, WILD CAT,
FOX, AND SKUNK.
Send for price-list. Full market prices for all
cinds of furs.
Metcalfs Fox

Decoy, $l.oo per bottle delivered
CO., AL8TEAD, N. H.

H. C. METCALF &

FOR

ELLSWORTH.

REST B.

SNOW,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
BLUEHILL,

ALICE

...

H.

MAINE.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY WAD* OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the U uion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Druff
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

subscriber! at 101
Hancock county
dll (Ae oiker papers in the County comUmi do noi reach so many. The AmeriAmerican

has

tf the 227 post-oglees

resent

«m

other page*

WE8T 8UUJVAN.
Mrs. Shirley Joy is confined
bouse with tonsilitis.

to

the

Mrs. Lottie Hmvey, of Franklin, visited
io town a few days last week.
Ella Mitchell, of Cherryfleld, is
Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth for a few

Miss
with

weeks.

Blaisdell has returned to
after a brief visit with her
daughter, Mrs. A. P. Havey.
Miss Lula Micheli, of Milbridge, is a
guest at the home of her nephew, Capt.
J- E. Mitchell, for the winter.
Mrs.

L.

W.

Franklin

Mrs. Strout, of
guest of

day,

e*

Denver, Col., was a
George Pettingill and wife, Friroute to Steuben to spend the

with her mother, Mrs. Cleaves.
Mrs. David Patchen entertained the
Ooidcn Rule society at its anniversary
meeting Wednesday, at an all-day session.
A delicious dinner was served. There
winter

were

thirty present.
Phythian Sisterhood

The

will

have

a

Hallowe'en

the

additional

for

!

County A’n**,

toe other

Merton Wescott
ford

came

Isles-

home from

N. T. Bunker and M. B% Jordan were in
Portland last week attending the grand
lodge of Odd Fellows.

summer

at

Northeast Harbor.

was

held at the town hall

The hall

the “best featured”
Jack o' lantern in a time to be decided
by the committee. Each member will invite one person not belonging to the order.

M. E. Mocn spent last Tuesday
with triends in Hancock.

ATLANTIC.

A very successful harvest concert was
given at the Methodist church Sunday
evening. The children acquitted themselves in their usual pleasing way. Much
credit is due Mrs. Clara Haskell and Mrs.
Ago** Hall, who had charge of the affair.

Mrs. Robert Petrie is very ill at her
home here. Small hope is entertained lor

has

leased

winter

who

her

in New

have

been

<

I

last

Mrs. Foss,
daughter, Mrs.

who

A. C. Smith,
living with her
Bunker, is quite ilL time, was taken

her recovery.

Casper Blaisdell

recently returned to
has employment. His

has

Boston where he
family will join him later.

death

week,
briefly reported
than a passing notice, as he was a man of
no;
only iu the town of
bigk standing
bis nativity, but also throughout the
county.
For many years, with

his three other
brothers, he was engaged in the Grand
Banks fisheries, under the firm name of
Coolidge Bros., he being their representative. For twenty-two years he was first
mmleetman of the town, and was county
he
nine
commissioner
years. In 1891

S&HertiennniQS.

For CONSTIPATION.
A riedicine that Does Not
Cost

Anything Unless

it Gives Satisfac-

tory Relief.
II you suffer from constipation in any
form whatever, acute or chronic, we will
gasrantee to supply yon medicine that we
honestly believe will effect permanent relief if taken with regularity and according to directions for a reasonable length
el time. Should the medicine fail to bene■t you to your entire satisfaction we
promise that it shall cost you nothing.
So other remedy can be compared with
hay ill Orderlies for the easy, pleasant and
successful treatment of constipation. The
•stive medicinal ingredient of this remssdy, which is odorless, tasteless and col•riese, is an entirely new discovery. Combined with other valuable ingredients, it
> a
ws

preparation which is incomparaa perfect bowel regulator, intea-

invigorator and strengthened Rexjell Orderlies are eaten like candy, and are
•stable for their gentle and agreeable action. They do not cause griping or any
dUsagreeable effect or inconvenience, and
■my be taken at any time, day or night.
We particularly recommend Bexall Orihsli r in for children and for delicate or
egad persons, because they do not contain
•nothing injurious. Unlike other jrrepSBntioas, they do not create a habit, but
instead they overcome the habits acquired
through the use of ordinary laxatives,
tics, and harsh physic, and remove
s of constipation
or irregular
1 action that are not of surgical val

kStyWe want you to try Bexall Orderlies at
•at risk. We know of nothing that will
4a you so much good. They are prepared
4* tablet form in two sizes: 38 tablets 26
R^hember
•aaia, aad 13 tablets 10 cents.
yse cab obtain Bexall Remedies in EUsThe Bexall
•ortb only at onr store
tare. E. U. Moors, cor. opp. poetofHce.
—

Wednesday evening the ladies will give
harvest home sappier. Proceeds for repairing the white church.
a

Childs has bought Mrs. John Reed's
and has
moved his household
Mrs. Heed will make hep home in
Ellsworth.
Ed.

place
goods.

of Southwest Harbor,
into tha boose formerly owned
by Capt. Al. Torrey, which Mr, Stanley

who

has

been

ill

bas

LAMOINE.

for

Mrs. W. R. King left Saturday tor
few weeks in Boston.

Monday

New

Macon,

to

York.

join Capt. Staples’
They will then

vessel
to

go

Mrs. Lydia Torrey is very low, and
hopes are entertained of her recovery.
Her sister, Mrs. Alice Trundy, of Manse:,
is with her.
Ruth

Stockbridge,
term

Mrs. W. H. Phillips is quite ill.
Mrs^II. D. Bail has been very ill, but is

day

Staples

and

Miss

Hazel

attending the fall
of Castine normal school, spent Sun-

at

!

Ga.

no

who

are

home.

a

Mary Corey, who has been emBangor, is at home.
The friends of H*v. 8. R. Bclysa were
(find to welcome him last Thursday and
Friday.
Mrs.'Addie Reynolds and son Charles
have returned home, after spending the
Miss

ployed

The Baptist church, here has been newly
shingled and will receive a new coat of
paint and other repairs.
Capt. Willard Staples and wife left
home

tiought.

Mrs. Mary Hopkins, wife of Augusta«
Wilson, died at bar home Tuesday, Oct.
12, after an illness of several years. Besides her husband and daughter Celia,
•be leaves an aged lather—Clark Hopkins,
snd two brothers—Sewell and Johu, of
this place.
Oct. 25.
Mad.

some

Bangor Monday,

to

Stanley,

Elmer

has moved

A. C. Smith is building the foundation
for a cottage. Heed Bros., of Hall Quarry,
are doing the work.

HANCOCK POINT.

was
more

Stanley in in very poor health.
Miss Blanche Dolliver is ill of Typhoid
fever.
William

treatment.

at

L.

MANSET.

E.

is

Nelson

Miss

deserves

William P. Lowe.
Oct. 22.

was

Oct. 25.

Ernest Gordon is at home from Stoning- 1
Old friends are glad to meet Mrs. L. W.
where he has been employed by the ; Blaisdell, of Franklin, who is the guest
Ben venue Granite Co.
of Mrs. Andy P. Havey, at West Sullivan.
Oct. 25.
Vox Populi.
Mrs. Nellie Robertson has had a handsome monument erected by N. H. Williams
NORTH LAMOINE.
to the memory of her husband, Frank G.
Mrs. S. J. Young will leave to-day for Robertson, whose death occurred Nov. 5
Portsmouth, N. H.,to spend several weeks. last.
M.
Oct. 25.
N.

Gapt. George Lowe, of yacht Eugenia,
Capt. William Lowe, of yacht Chappac^uoit, are visiting their father, Capt-

Miss

ton,

Hon.

afibitturmmt*.

and

Friday evening.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

OBITUARY.
B. Coolidge, whose

_

mother. Mrs. 8. S. Johnson.

A reception tendered the freshmen by
the sophomore class of the high school

Miss Corilla Cole, of Harrington, is visiting her sister, Mrs. David Lovell.

*hook club which will afford its members
W. K. Springer and Fred E. Milliken
much pleasure during the winter. Each
have harvested their potatoes, about 2,500
member buys a book and passes it along
j bushels each.
in turn to one of the other members,
Miss Marion Phillips, of Franklin, has
thereby making it possible for each to read
been spending a few days with her sister,
twenty or thirty books.
Mrs. Annie McFarland.
Two candidates were initiated at Oasis
Mrs. W. K. Springer, who has been in
chapter, O. E. S., Monday evening. There
the Eastern Maine general hospital for
was a large
attendance.
Refreshments
is improving.
were served.
A Hallowe’en party will be treatment,
Oct. 24.
Sumac.
the members next,
even-

make

In poor health several years, and for
NORTllfcAOT HARBOR.
the
Wellington Barbour, of Dover, former last four or flee weeks had been conflaed
her
to
JitT
left
side
bed,
at
manager of the telephone exchange
being enBar Harbor, called on friends hero re- tirely helpVss. Wednesday afternoon •he
was taken maidenly worse, and died
Fricewtljr.
night. Mach sympathy is felt for the
Mr*. Charles Bunker, who has bcc» day
or ibc aged Im
family,
csperitally
band
quite ill, is better.
who h”« devotedly cared for her.
She
Oct. 16.
B.
leaves time sons ano two duugliUrs
Mrs
Mrs. Georgia Tracey, Inga Johnson and Amos Sinclair, who has given her
faithful
Mrs. Mary SmoJlidge attended the State core since she came here two years
agoconvention of Rebekshs.
also
of
Mrs.
Elviu,
J. Ijer'
this-place;
schal
Keed
and
Jared
The community was saddened Saturdays
lle-d^of Somr-svllle
morning to learn of the death Friday and Joseph, of Mt. Pescrt.
night of Mrs. Jared Reed. She had been ; Oct. 24.
B.

Weston,

Ralph Moore and wife; of Holden, have
visiting relatives here.
Irving Peaslee is at home after spending

Harbor, are at
Oapt. Fisher, of Brockton, Mass.; Capt. ; home.
Thomas, of Wells, and C. H. Booth, of
Henry Miles and wife will spend the
the firm of Booth Bros., of New York city.
winter with Mr. Miles' parents at North
Mrs. Myra Springer is organizing a Hancock.

can

nearly fiab. A Hallowe’en patty
Oct. Sounder the auspices «4

be held

thla grange.
News has been received from Pacific
Grove. Cal., of the death of a fomer resident of this pls-e, Dexter McFarland.
Mr. McFarland moved to California with
bis family over thirty years ago. He
leaves a daughter—Mrs. Georgia Rivett,
with whom he resided, also a sister—Mrs.
Walter K. Hodgkins, of Hancock.
Oct. 23.
H.
!

Thursday.

tastefully decorated with
evergreen and bunting, the class colors,
red aud white, predominating. In the
receiving line were Princpal Harold E.
Small, Miss Breta Haskell, Mrs. l^ula M.
Bunker, Miss Killa Staples, Supt. Small
and wife, J. E. Smallidge and wife, M. B.
Jordan, and wife, Mrs. H. G, Smallidge,
Rev. E. S. Drew and wife, Miaa Olive
Tracy, Miss Hilda Smallidge, and Miss
Hazel Weston. The program presented by
the sophomore class was at follows:
Prayer, Rev. E. S. Drew; violin and piano
duet, Clyde Morrison and Miss Roberts;
recitation, Miss Marcia Weston; vocal
solo. Miss Greyer; recitation, Miss Higgins; remarks. Supt. A. E. Small; vocal
eolo, Mrs. Hammond; recitation, Miss
Merchant; remarks, Rev. E. S. Drewinstrumental
Miss
music,
Parker;
remarks, B. E. Tracy. A social followed
the reception.

person who

will

WINTER HARBOR.

been

sociable at K. of P.
hall
Friday evening. Games will be played j Mrs. Abbie Thorsen
the first part of the evening and dancing !
place, and will spend the
will follow. The public is invited.
York.
F. E. Pettingill and wife entertained a
Jesse Brown and wife,
party Wednesday evening in honor of employed at Northeast

given by
Monday
ing. Among the interesting features will
be a contest for a prize to be given for the

were

payee

William Mack aQd wife left Monday for
He was a member of the Baptist church
for sixty-seven years, and his strict integ- Bouton for the winter.
rity and conscientious dealing throughout
Dr. A. J. Chilcott is in town for a few
bis life won tor him the confidence and weeks, at the Winter Harbor house.
esteem of all with whom he came in conMrs. Caroline Guptill, spent the past
tact. He was a charter member of the
week w ith relatives at Gouldsboro.
REACH.
and
the
had
of
grange
grauge,
charge
D. W. Joy, JL>r. Small and E. C. Hamstore for several years. He was also a
Fred 1). Eaton has begun housekeeping
mond were in Bangor last week on busimember of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
at Deer isle.
ness.
of Ellsworth.
Moody Eaton, who has been seriously
Arthur Rand and Lester Merchant am
His kindness of heart ever expressed
ill, is improving.
itself in deeds wherever a need existed. spending two weeks in Boston and viCapt. A. F. Holden is making improveHe was a kind husband, and indulgent cinity.
ments on hie home.
in
been
a
father
indeed
Mrs.
Amos
Leighton left Wednesday for
father, and he has
Capt. William Gray made a business
a very real sense not only to the fatherless
treatment at the Eastern Maine general
tsip to Belfast last weak.
one
who
was
no
also
to
grandchildren but
hospital.
Mrs. Florence Powers is visiting her
blood connection.
A. P. Havey and wife, of West Sullivan,
Mrs. Mary Eaton.
Funeral services were held at the house were in town last
week, guests of Harry mother,
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. G. F. Jenkins Hooper and wife.
Mbs. Lizzie Toney is visiting friends
officiating. The spacious house was filled
Mrs. Emma F. Stevens, who was seri- and relatives in Boston and vicinity.
with not only bis townspeople, but also
F. H. Annis is making repairs on his
ously injured by a fall Monday evening,
prominent men from Ellsworth and Han- is improving in health.
house. Joshua Dows is doing the work.
cock. The fioral emblems were beautiful,
Mrs. Prancena Kreght is visiting her
Harold E. Grover and Charles H. Bickone
especially beautiful wreath being
ford left town Monday for Boston where sons, Ralph and Dr. I Juries Knight, in
presented by the members of the Hancock
Boston.
they have employment for the winter.
County savings bank.
Misses Laura ami Rebecca Tbrrey, who
and wife came from West
Oct. 25.
Shirley
Joy
_Y. Sullivan this
week, and are occupying the have spent the summer here, returned to
WEST HANCOCK.
dwelling-house formerly occupied by Mrs. Boston last week.
Henry C. MilJiken lost a valuable cow Jane Anthony.
Capt. Frank M. Johnson and wife, of
last week, valued at f75.
Past Grands C. E. Grover, F. E.
New London, Conn., are the gucste of his

the

over

COUNTY NEWS.

people to replegislature. He

the

in

of the

cot XT Y NKWS.
Count? JVeun,

by

them

many years one of the directors
Hancock County savings bank, of
Ellsworth, and was president until about
a yefcr ago, when, owing to the state of his
health, be tendered his resignation.

•was

it not the only paper printed *»
Metroek county, and has never claimed tc
ho. but it is the only paper that can property be called a COUNTT paper; all thi
past are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bat
tion
Marbor Record’s summer list, is larger
Man that of all the other papers } Tinted
in Hancock eounty.

Additional

chosen

was

in

!

in

-ummer

here.

Miss

Kate

been
Crawford, who has
working at G. 1*- Hodgkins', has returned
to Hampden, N. B.
The members of the ladies' sewing circle
a supper to their husbands in C. E.
nail Oct. 20.
After supper a short business meeting was held.
Oct. 25.
B.
SWAN 8 ISLANDt

by Edmund Bridges beLittle Keith Greenlaw, while playing
frightened by the unbuckling of the
thill girt while standing in front of A. C. near the achoolhouse, fell and broke his
Smith's store, and ran, throwing out the left arm.
enlarged.
H. W. Joyce and wife went to Portland
occupants of the carriage, Mrs. Myra
Mrs. Allen Crabtree has returned from a
Bridges, Miss Bessie Herrick and Miss Tuesday to attend the grand lodge of I. O.
three-weeks' visit with her sister in
Gladys Joyce. All were badly shaken up, O. F. and Rebekahs.
Jonesport.
but fortunately sustained no serious inDr. Hawkes and Mrs. Barbour accomMrs. A. L. Young has gone to Goulds- juries.
panied Capt. A. C. Smith to Bangor,
Oct. 23.
boro, called there by the illness of her
8.
where he will receive medical treatment.
father, Mr. Wright.
The Great Pocahontas, of Freeport, made
FRANKLIN.
who have
Miss Mabel Allen and
came

Mrs. Martin is having some work done
The dining-room is being
on the hotel.

friend,
been spending a few weeks with Miss
Alien’s mother, Mrs. McFarland, have retnrned to Boston.
Oct.

The first rehearsal for the Concert of
Nations was held on the evening of Oct.
18, about thirty being present. Ail enjoyed the rehearsal of the music which is
patriotic, bright and catchy. At the
rehearsal
last evening
new
many
voices
the
chorus.
joined
Next
week a
chorus of little girls, from
seven
to fourteen years of age, will be
organized. There is much enthusiasm ail
over town over this affair.
The members
of the committee having the entertainment
in charge are:
Mrs. L. Tyler Bunker,
Mrs. Edith DeBeck, Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell,
Mrs. Ellsworth Hastings, Mrs. Agnes
Watson, Mrs. Minnie McKensie, Miss Lola
Dyer and Miss Bernice Dunn.
Oct. 26.
Spec.

25._E.
BAR HARBOR.

stubborn fire brolfe out Thursday afin the large two and one-half
story building on School street, occupied
by Mrs. E. E. Linscott as a millinery establishment, and by the Union Supply Co.
Mrs. Linscott occupied the two upper
stories as a dwelling. The fire started in
The fursome way around the chimney.
niture in the upper floors was badly
A

ternoon

building was
flooded. The stock of goods carried by
Mrs. Linscott, mostly dry goods and millinery, was badly damaged by smoke and
water, and is nearly a total loss. The
Union Store was also badly soaked. The

drenched,

and the

entire

SALISBURY COVE.

Ephraim Alley

insurance.
I

EGYPT.
John F. Clark has returned from
friends in Bin h Harbor.

are

enjoying

1

a

Leon L. Smith is in Portland this week,
visi.ing his parents, Winfield L. Smith

visit

|

to

and wife.

M isses Edith and Sophia Clark have gone
to Birch Harbor to visit friends.

Albert Hutchins, wife and little son, of
Penobscot, have been guests of Mrs.
Miss Vevie Clark has recovered from her
Thomas Liscomb the past week. They
recent illness and returned to Bangor.
will visit friends in Bar Harbor before reNorris Savage, of Bar Harbor, spent turning home.
Sunday with his parents, Samuel Savage
Bay View grange held its annual autumn
and wife.
fair Tuesday evening, Oct. 19, with its
Boy A. Chase and wife, of Millinocket, usual good success. A fine display of
were recent guests of Mrs. Chase's brothvegetables and fruits added to the ater, Frank Goodwin.
tractiveness of the sale. The gross receipts
Alanson Jordan, of Mariaville, spent a
few days here last week, the guest of his
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air passages, stops the irritation in the throat,
son, George F. Jordan.
soothes the inflamed membranes, and the
G.

Oct. 26.

most obstinate cough disappears. Sore and
inflamed lungs are healed and strengthened,
and the cold is expelled from the system.
Refuse any but the genuine in the yellow
package. O A. Pabchbr-

______

Never fear to do what you think is right,
though you fear others may think it
is wrong.—Arthur B. Hichardson.

even

She Was Pleasantly Surprised.
Miss H. E. Bell. Wausau. Wis.. writes: “Before I commenced to take Foley's Kidney Pills
I had severe pains in my back, could not
sleep, and wau greatly troubled with headache. The first few doses of Foley's Kidney
Pills gave me relief, and two bottles cured me.
The quick results surprised me, and I can
honestly recommend them.’* G. A. Parches.

|

—.--.—

■

■

Kluger.
Jeweler, 1P60 Virginia Ave.,
f
!
Ind., writes: “I was so weak
from
trouble that I could hardly walk
a hundred feet.
Four bottles of Foley’s Kidney Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
my backache and the irregularities disappeared, and I can now attend to buaflness
every day, and recommend Foley’s Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as-it 'cured me after
the doctors and other remedies had failed.”
G. A. Parchbr.
I
C. R.

Indianapolis,
kidney

the

lation.

Equipped with the Hot W ater Auxiliary, they become
doubly efficient With or without it, they are simple, economical, satisfactory.
^ When in
at

Boaton, vial the new Magee Exhibition Rooms
64 Summer Street. Visitors always welcome. Complete

hoes

F.

on

exhibition. Competent demonstrators in attendance.

B.

AIKEN, Agent,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

OTTER CREEk.
Will ism Lally fell and broke his shout,
last Saturday.
Mm. Annie Harriman, of West Medford,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Vsazie

Young.

CLARION AND

CLARION

OAK-

Pthe

where

they

went

to

funeral of Edgar Herrington.
Oct. 18.

a

attend

—

yon need to learn what

Mm. Arthur Saunders and Miss Acme
Davis have returned from New Hamp-

shire,

FURNACES

have the fundamental merit of thorough
construction. If you have known only
light weight, carelessly fitted kind

Miss Lena Liscomb is home from NorthHarbor, where she has been employed
during the summer.

east

a

Boston and vicinity.
Mias Effie McFarland has returned from
Seal Harbor, and is the guest of Mrs. P. R.
Leland.

Magee Furnaces send a constant flow of fresh, pure hot air
through the registers, giving perfect heat with perfect venti-

_

vacation in

damage will amount to several thousand

dollars; partial

and wife

official visitation to Nanonie council
No. 32. She was entertained at Mrs. M.
A. Barbour’s.*
Oct. 2k
Spec.
an

THE LEADERS-

Heat Your Home
With Pure, Warm Air

gave

A horse owned

better.

.tttJK Yi

are

CLARIONS

doing.

A good furnace is the best heating
apparatus in the world because it venti
lates as well as heats and is under instant control—but to be sure you have
a good furnace, study quality and record:
then you will buy a CLARION.

to

Anon.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mr*. Henry Bartlett ha* returned from
visit in Lawrence, Maw.

F. W. Eaton and son Arthur, who have
been employed in Presque Isle, are home.

ESTABLISHED i»j».

-WOOD & BISHOP CO..

Delancey and George Tinker, of NorthHarbor, visited their sister, Mrs.
Edgar Springer, over Sunday.

east

Oct. 25.

At the University of Missouri is the first
working school of journalism in the world.
As practical laboratory work, a
daily
paper with telegraph reports is issued.
Walter Williams, its dean, tells of the
vicissitudes he encounters in turning laymen in to journalists.
A student was sent
in haste to cover a railroad wreck at a
a few miles
away. It was almost
time for the daily to go to press, and still
no word had been received from the
young
man on the assignment.
In desperation
Dean Williams telegraphed, asking
why
the story was not forthcoming. The reply
was:
“Too much excitement. Wait tiU
things quiet down.”
town

itchinx Instantly.
Cures
piles,
rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes,
scabies—Doan's Ointment. At any drugstore
Stops

ecsema.

Sold by J. P.

KINEIO

ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.

RANGES
satisfy the most
They are
and conbakers
quick
will

critical.
sume

They
most
on

but little fuel.
are, in fact, the

economical stove

the market.

salt

—Arte/.

Pall colds are quickly cured bi
t Foley’s
and Tar, the great throat and
lung
remedy. The genuine contains no harmful
drugs. O. A. P*'(I'n kb.

Honey

MAINE.

BANGOR.

*

F. B. AIKEN, AgU
ELLSWORTH, ,ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

|

then out

LIFE ON MARS.

VO

through
water

indicate

jebvations

no

WATER THERE.

this

again to us, thus passing twice
planet's atmosphere and any

COUNTY NEW-

the

vapor it may contain.

multiplying effect

on

Even with

>

eddttioMi Cou*1 t, (\>w

fthcv

ace

W. Trundy, Mrs. L. W. Kella, of Lynn
Mnss.Kand Mrs. Bertha Trundy.
Grace Moore, of Orland, is th
Hollis Villins and wife.
Oct. 25.
L.
Miss

togett

Mars, vapor

ILcgal Notices.

JSafltoa^’ anC Sttambou#

guest

of

hands in the Martian and Luna* spectra
CRANBERRY ISLES.
aiike, and we cone lade that any
Mrs. Nettie Stanley is
home
water vapor in the Martian
BLUEUILL FALLS.
atmosphere this week from a business expected
trip to Bangor,
must ho much less extensive than was conMrs. Angie Bray is home from Bluehlll
Mrs.
tained in rarefied and remarkably dry air
George Jordan, of Seal Harbor, has
Edmond Sylvester and wife are visitant
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Lucinda
strata above Mount Whitney.
in Bucksport.
“These observations do not prove that Stanley.
Mrs. B. H. Candage has gone to Dorlife does not or cannot exist on Mars.
Gilbert Rosebrook, who has been ill two
The question of whether life can exist weeks, will resume his work at Mayo’s chester, Mass., for the wiDter.
Cecil Gray and family are here. Mrs,
under these conditions is one for biolo- boat shop this week.
will not return to the Island again
gists rather than for astronomers.
Rev. Charlton Bolles, on account of ill- Gray
this fall.
“Two years ago Percival Lowell’s staff at ness in nis
family, has had to resign his
Oct. 25. _Crumbs.
Flagstaff, Arizona, announced the discov- services as pastor here.
ery of large quantities of water vapor on
is having his house finThere is only one real failure in life
Perley
Stanley
Mars. Previously English, French, and
ished inside, and is in hopes to eat possible; and that is, not to be true to the
German astronomers who made observabest one knows.—Canon Farrar.
dinner in it.
tions from the sea level or points near the Thanksgiving
is not a label, but an element
Mrs.
Charles E. Spurling and her of Religion
sea level reached the same conclusion.
character. It is not a declaration, but a
Mrs. Fred Birlem, left Thurs- life.—John C. Learned.
They are all wrong. What they saw was daughter,
for a short visit in Boston.
not water vapor in the atmosphere of day
Miss P. J. Henry, who is teaching at
Mars, but water vapor over the point in
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimthe earth’s atmosphere from which they Indian Point, spent the week-eJd writh ply complexion, headaches, nausea, indtgesMiss Mollie Williams at the home of Mil- tlon. Thin blood makes you weak, pale,
made their observations.
sickly. Burdock Blood Bitters makes the
“Mars is never clouded, and when the lard Spurling.
blood rich, red, pure—restores perfect health.
astronomer is getting ready to observe the
Mrs. L. Elrie Holmes, of Northeast Harplanet he does not ask himself: ‘Will bor, returned home Sunday, having been
Mars be clear?’ He knows it will. He with her mother, Mrs. Eben Rosebrook,
aii&irttscmrnta.
pats this question to himself: ‘Will tjie who has been ill.
earth bo clear?’
Rev. Carl Garland, of Bar Harbor,
were
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Life R9 it exists on the earth
ggy toat
on Mars has been obbe sustained
W. W. Campbell, director
ued by Prof.
As a result o( bis
observatory.
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He also

evidence that Mars

jo habited.

that the photoppl. Campbell says
from Mount Whitney of the
,ptis taken
of Mars, as compared with
.~"n
aphs of the spectrum of the
.emonatrate conclusively the truth
saertton. When the expedition rethought that the
be shown.
(Brow of water vapor might
the negatives
Ktt that time, however,
Rjioed during the periods of observation
and the result baa
in been developed
In speaking of the
„„ to the contrary.
and its results Prof. Campbell
last

week it

wes

able
sermon
preached an
Sunday
“It is possible that some observers have morning, going to Islesford for services
afternoon
and
seen specks
that resembled clouds al
evening.
Fred Birlem and Harvey Bulger are
widely separated intervals, several months
But they going South with Capt. Benjamin Spurapart, perhaps several years.
pdition
were not clouds.
lid:
ling, of Boothbay. Mrs. Spurling end
had
for
its
purpose
“I have always held the belief that Mrs. Birlem plan to go to spend the
-The expedition
whether
of
wster
tbe
the existence of polar caps was evidence winter later.
question
Udyol
of Mars, of water on the planet, bat thero is no
ipor exists in tbe atmosphere
Miss Ethel Coulter left this week to
made
on
tbe
of
nights
be observations
proof that this is the case. The polar take a course in a business college. Miss
were mainly
photographic. caps behave as would carbon dioxide. Coulter will be missed here as she is a
ipt.land2
HOW THE TEST WAS MADE.
Now, carbon dioxide is the last lingering bright, smart girl, always ready to
remnant of an ancient atmosphere. It assist in
•■Water vapor in the atmosphere of
any good cause. All wish her
is the heaviest component part and success.
iy planet causes dark bands to bo
would persist
the
longest. Perhaps
Oct. 26.
Rooney.
irmrd at certain definite positions in
other ingredients escaped into outer
lespectrum of tbst planet; conspicuous
space.
is
BLUEH1LL.
abundant; ininds if water vapor
“The fact that clouds are perhaps never
laspicuous bands if tbe quantity ia seen
Miss Augusta Peters is ill.
at the edge of the polar caps milimat.
A. C. Hinckley and wife are spending a
••the observer of Mara must look tates against the theory that the caps few weeks
in Boston.
consist of snow and ice as we know them.
brough the earth’s atmosphere; and the
“There is no single scrap of evidence
Mrs. M. K. Chase is visiting her daughpat quantity of water vapor in our at*
that Mars is inhabited. All that the as- ter, Mrs. A. E. Herrick, in Bethel.
lospbere, if the observer is near the sea
tronomer can hope to do is to determine
Merton Emerton shot a moose last week
irel or at ordinary altitudes, blots out
whether conditions on the planet are fav- which
beeffectof any Martian vapor, making
weighed nearly 800 pounds.
orable
to existence of life or are opposed.
sol at ion of the problem impossible. By
Mrs. William McHowell and Miss
canals and other mark“The
so-called
spending Mt. Whitney to an altitude
Emma Jean McHowell have returned
I do not consider as evidence of man’s
if 14,501 feet, our expedition placed it* ings
from Boston, twai
in
work.
No
doubt
detail*
of
the
changes
elf above probably four-fifths or more
Mrs. E. E. Chase and daughter Virginia
on
surface
from
the
planet’s
>f the earth’s water vapor. Further, markings
time to time appear in connection with are with her parents, J. N. Lord and wife,
he air on Mt. Whitney was astonishingly
the changes of the season, perhaps due to in Waltham, Mass.
fieai during the time of the observations.
Miss Ms.belle Babson has gone to Liverin vegetation.”
“Even a small quantity of water vapor ordinary changes
more Falls to join an automobile party for
tthis high altitude would be almost faa trip to Rangeley Lakes.
ll to success if we did not have a fairly
COUNTY NEWS.
Mrs. T. B. Snow, Mrs. W. E. Grindle,
■tisfactory method of eliminating its for additional
County Newe ate other payee Mrs.
Gaton
Osgood entertained the
(fleets. Our method was as follows: Our
ladies’ Baptist circle Oct. 21.
Boon has no appreciable atmosphere. The
CASTINE.
There was no service at the CongregaLunar and Martian spectra are affected
E. H. Carpenter left for Boston Monday. tional church Oct. 24 as Rev. W. H. McBlike by water vapor in the earth’s atmosphere. These spectra are photographed,
Julian Seybt and wife are away on a Bride is away on his vacation.
MM immediately after the other, while vacation.
An interesting meeting of the Hancock
BondUions in our atmosphere remain unMrs. W. A. Walker is spending a few County medical association was held at
and
and
with
the
moon
Mars
at
ehinged,
John M. Snow’s, where supper was served
weeks in New York.
tb* same altitude above the horizon, so
at 9 p. m., Oct. 20. There w'ere present Drs.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
that their rays traverse equal paths in our
Patten and Wakefield, Bar Harbor; Drs.
Bert Dickson last week.
If
the
bands
in
the
Itmosphere.
vapor
Phillips and Neal, Southwest Harbor; l)rs.
C. F. McCluskey and wife have returned
Mirtian spectrum should be found to be
Hodgkins and Simonton, Ellsworth; Dr.
Wronger than in the Lunar spectrum, we from a vacation in Boston.
Parsons, Castine; Dr. Gould, Surry; Drs.
should conclude that Mars has water vaGene Gilbert is back at his old place
Littlefield and McCurdy, Bluehill.
in
considerable quantities.
If the as clerk at the Castine house.
por
Oct. 25.
M.
binds in tw o spectra were equally strong,
J. F. lies and wife, who have spent a
NO CLOUDS FOUND

ON

MAB8.

would shotf that water vapor on
month in Massachusetts, are home.
Mars di l not exist in sufficient quantities
C. H. Hooper, who has been on a vacato be detected by spectroscopic methods.
of two weeks, returned Saturday.
“The latter condition was found to ex- tion
ist when these methods were applied un- ; William Elliot and wife are visiting Mrs.
der the superlatively favorable conditions Elliot’s mother, Mrs. Charles Perkins.
Master Jack Gross broke his collar
existing on Mount Whitney.
THREE SETS OF PICTURES TAKEN.
bone last week while playing football.
that

“Both the spectra were photographed
Miss Grace Lufkin has been the guest
when Mars and the moon were near the of Frank Hooper and wife a few days.
horizon, again when they were at medium
Mrs. K. O. Parker has been confined to
iltitudes, and finally when they were 49 the house for several days with a lame
degrees above the horizon.
foot.
“This does not mean that Mars has no
Mrs. George Benjamin has returned
viler vapor, but only that the quantity
from Portland, where she spent a few
if
be
must
Let
present,
any,
very light.
weeks.
us recall the fact that we see Mars by reThe family of Dr. Parsons, who have
flected sunlight. The rays which reach
to Casour instruments passed from the sun into been at Harborside, have returned
the Martian atmosphere, for the most part 1 tine, and will occupy the house formerly
down to the surface of the planet, and owned by Mr. Sabine on Water street.
The townspeople gathered at Emerson
hall on Tuesday and formed a Village
ffltStcal
improvement society. Great interest waB
shown and it is hoped that much good
will result.
G.
Oct. 26.

Why

It Succeeds.

Because It’s for One Thing Only,
and Ellsworth

People Appre-

ciate This.

be good for everything.
Nothing
Doing one thing well brlnge success.
can

BUCK8PORT.
Mra. Margaret Leach is very ill. Mrs.
Whitehouse is caring for her.
Mrs. Blanche Muir, of Boston, is visiting her uncle, George D. Crane.
William K. ladd feft Thursday for
Philadelphia, en route for Arizona for the

BROOKS VILLE.
Mrs. L. H. Billings, who has been in
Bluehill the past week, is at home.
Bentley Grindle, who has been em-

ployed
Oct.

in

Brookline, Mass.,

18!

is at home.

A.

_

Littlefield and wife

Newman

are

both

very ill.
Carter has moved into the James

Paris

Grindle house.
Mrs. E. H. Herrick is in Winterport
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred Littlefield.

Mrs. Is. H. Billings and Miss Prudence
8aunders have gone to Bluehill for several
weeks.
N. Fowler, of Surry, spent a
few days last week with her son, L. O.
Fowler.

re

Ellsworth evidence to prove it.
George W. Day, Bayside road, Ellsis

There

was a

supper at Mrs. L. T. Morris’

contributed to put
Lakeside cemetery,
hoped to have it up by winter.
Oct. 25.

raised and

a new

around

winter.

and

fence

it is
A.

tb, Me., says:

idney

trouble.

“I had many symptoms
My back ached most

he time, and every sudden movement
roused sharp twinges to dart through my
body. 1 could not rest well as no position
I

assumed

morning I

Though
1

was

comfortable and in the

arose tired and unrefreshed.
I used remedies of various kinds,

his

large catch of white perch was made
Toddy pond one day last week by B.

A

Miss Mary F. Genn returned Saturday
from a visit of several weeks with relatives in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Hiram Roberts and wife, of New York,
are with -Miss Julia Barnard for a tew
weeks. Mr. Roberts is recovering from
a serious illness.

in

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

and

bruises,

etc.,

■

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME
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Never Fails
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Passengers

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, a'hd
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. aDd Gen’l Manager.
Portland, Me.
cure

Fare Between Bar Harbor and
Boston
way and

$4.25

one

$8.00

round

trip.

RETURNING
New turbine steel steamers Belfast and Camden leave Boston at 5 pm, Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays for Rockland.

E. L.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

atobcrttsnnnitB.

care

matter how long it has been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growtt
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dan*
drntl. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Re>
fuse all substitutes. 2)4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 80c. bottles, at druggists
or

Send 2c lor tree book “The Careof the Hair."
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, K. J.
,
cures Ptmpie*
Bay’s HarlIn a
red, rough and chapped hands, and all akin diseases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.**
E. G. MOORE, Druggist.

Soap

Banking.

6%
Is what your money will earn if
Invested in shares of the

is

now

A NEW SERIES
open. Shares, SI each; monthly payments, SI per share.

WHY PAY RENT
can borrow fon your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

when you

will amount to but little more
than you are uow paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W/Kmo. President.
For

bottle.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

during
legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
may

years and

are

house.

M. J. Drcmmky

lUflal Noffcts,
STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
)
Augusta, Oct. 27,1909. {
to Chap. 9, sec. 44, of the Revised Statutes, as amended by Chap. 226
of the Public Laws of 1909, 1 will at the State
Treasurer’s office at Augusta, on the thirtieth
day of November next, at 11 o’clock a. m.,
sell and convey by deed to the highest bidder,
all the interest of the State in the tracts of
land hereinafter described, lying in unincorporated townships, suid tracts having been
forfeited to the State for non-payment of
State and county taxes, certified to the Treasurer of State for the year 1907. The sale and
conveyance of each tract will be made subject to a right in the owner or part owner
whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem
the same at any time within one year after
the sale, by paying or tendering to the purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser
paid therefor at the sale with interest at the
rate of twenty per cent, per annum from the
time of sale, and one dollar for release, or
such owner may redeem his interest by paying as aforesaid to the Treasurer of State aa
provided in Chap. 9, sec. 46 of the Revised
Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price
less than the full amount due thereon for
such unpaid State and county taxes, inteaest
and costs, as described in the following
schedule:

PURSUANT

HANCOCK COUNTY.
4 North Division,
7 South Division,
10 South Division,
16 Middle Division,
16 Middle Division,
22 Middle Division,
32 Middle Division,
32 Middle Division,
39 Middle Division,

1,896 jjTct.

N. Part
SOtKaTct.

315
6,120
400

l,147vftTct.
1,920'^Tct.
320^Tct.

33
80
80

5,560* Tct.
lflt fi Tct.

140
190

(8 40
126 92
6 88
144
193
195

2 97
3 85

160
3 58
17,340{<£Tct.
Pascal P. Gilmore,
Treasurer of State.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of
October, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of
LYMAN D. WILLCUTT, late of COHASSET,
state of Massachasetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said state of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock,prior to the second day of November, a. d. 1909, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

A

UNWENT
*

Parsons' Pills
ot all laxatives.
Sure relief from Constietc.
Biliousness,
pation,
are best

ment.

Ellen P. Peters, late of Bluehili. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by NoraB*
Peters, administratrix, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Leslie C. Homer, late of Bucksport, in aid
deceased. Petition filed by Manuals
county,
Jane Homer, administratrix of the estateog
said deeeased, that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Edwin Morey, late of Boston, Massachusetts, deceased. Petition filed by Charles fU
Morey and Alonzo P. Weeks, both ol said. Hawton, praying that the appointment ol said
petitioners named as trustees id the last will
and testament of said deceased, may be canfirmed by said court.
John E. Stanley, late of Southwtsi Barterin isid county, deceased. First and final account of Frank S. Cram, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Moses Hawkins, late of Sullivan, in raid
county,, deceased. First and final account eg
Henry Hawkins, administrator, filed for settlement.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahomet, Register*
persons interested in tne estave: aerm»
inafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfths
day of October, a. d. 1909, being an
jour ned session of the October a. d. 19Qk term
of said court.
following matter having been prm*
sented for the action thereupon herein*
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no*
tice thereof be given to all persons intereatsk^
by causing a copy of this order to be pnl>*
lished three weeks successively in the Kiln*
worth American, a newspaper published ad
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap*
pear at a probate court to be held at Klh»*
worth, in said county, on the second day of
November a. d. 1909,at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they sew

xo mn

THE

cause.

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
from Boston Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick, and
Intermediate landings.
steamer

to Restore

should

a

12 05

12gl0
12g23
12g81
12g39
12g4«

Pauper Notice.
Gray Bair to its Natural
contracted with the City of EllsColor and Beauty.
worth to support and
for those who
HAVING
the next five
No
need assistance

>

25c and 50c

11*57

4*50

H&miih

JOHNSON’S')
ANODYNE

111

John T. Finney, late of Southwest Harbor*
in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testamet.t of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Mary Finney, the executrix therein named.
1 04
Mary E. Gault, late of Lamoine, in Udl
1 10
county, deceased. A certain Instrument parP M
A M
porting to be the last will and testament unPortland.
6 40 12 60 4 50 said deceased, together with petition for proBoston....
8 00
9 06 5 90 8 25 bate thereof, presented by Ceo. W. Gaul:, tin
executor therein named.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Hartford ». Sweet, late of Blur-hil). J.» nil
PM |
deceased. A certain instrume: t supcouuty,
Boston.
10
00
00 porting to be tb«*
.» fll rud te lameu
og
said deceased, lugctmr vutu petition for i-rePortland.
1 20
11 10 12 40 bate thereof,
presented by Nellie H. S.%ae^
the exec trix therein.named.
BANGOR.
10 80 3 24
5 00
Haunah E. Gray, late of Penobscot. i» »aM
Brewer June.
6 07| 10 37
8 30
5 06
deceased. A certain instrument, purcouuty,
Holden.
te 29 10 571 t3 49 15 25 porting to be the last will and tesiaiei
of
Phillips Lake....
tfi 36 til 05}! t-3 65 t'5 82 ■aid deceased, together with petition lor proGreen Lake.
6 44; 11 13,
4 Itt 16 40
bate thereof, presented by Ira J. Cousins '.bn
Nicolin.
t6 58 11 26! t4 10 J5 49 executor therein named.
Ellsworth Falls..
6 03
7 06 11 40 4 28
Huldah A. Richardson, late of Franklin in
ELLSWORTH
7 18 11 471 4 28
6 08 said
county, deceased. A certain inmiu- nt
7 25 11 67! 4 34 t6 14
Wash’gt’n June..
purporting to be the .ast will and ie» wtnc-nA
Franklin Road...
12 00
6 22
of said deceased, together with petition lor
Hancock.
« 12 15;
probate thereof, presented by Maud M. JlsagWank eng, 8 Fy..
0 33
7 44 12 18
don, the executrix therein named.
Mt Desert Ferry..
7 50 12 2.5:
6 45
Charles Otis, late of O is, in said e* joty*
Sullivan
8 20
dect ased
A certain instrument purporting
Sorrento.
8 45
to be the last will and testament ol s.id deBAR HARBOR..
9 20
10
7 25 ceased.
together with petition for *, -obatwthereof, presented by Hollis C. Joy, ttt v* •menTrains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 am and 4.28 tor therein named.
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 Am, 10 52
Georgia f. Barton, late of West Spriuy
Hamdfu county, siale of Mass.*chu.scv». dep. m. connect with Washington Co Ry.
ceased.
Petition that Edwin W. Ra'i: u ort Stops on signal to conductor,
some other suitable person he appoin let* adg Stops only to leave passengers from points ministrator of the estate of sain
de eusedL
east of Washington Junction,
presented by Edwin W. Bprtou, hu.%1 ..nd og
a Stops to leave hut not to take passengers.
said deceased.
Leslie C. Homer, late of Bucksport, in sal4
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, couuty, deceased. First account of Bsnssh
Jane Homer, administratrix, filed for settleBoston and St John.
Ellsworth Falla.
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.
Holden..
Brewer June.
BANGOR

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

always be bathed with

I

11 00
11 07
11 12
til 25
11 85
til 42
11 SO
12 09
12 15

William Tell

It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,
cuts

n
11 87
tH <40
<
48

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 11.00 a m,
Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

99-year-old remedy.

_

P0*15

8 45
20
4
0 20 10 06
5 27 10 12
5 30 10 15
t5 89 10 25
15 47 10 45
5 65 10 62
6 03 tlO 57
t0 18 all 10
0 24 til 19
10 81
0 39 til 84
6 69 11 58
7 05 11 59
4

ao

having—

can check Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis and many
other similar troubles if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
Internally. As soon as your eyes
water and your head and bones
ache, you know you’re in for Grippe.
That's the time to use this famous

i

ELLSWORTH.

10 40

Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 10.00
am, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, Dark
Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer
for boston.

YOU

The condition of Cleveland C. Homer,
was taken suddenly ill last Wednesday, remains about the same. His many
frienda hope for a speedy recovery.

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sullivan..
Mt DesertFerry.
Waukeag 8 Fy.
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June.

machinery.

Don’t Fool with Grippe

who

received only temporary relief, and when
Doan’s Kidney Pills were brought to my
Among the arrivals from Boston Satattention 1 did not have much faith in urday were Roy W. Page and wife, Mrs. I
them. 1 resolved to try them, however, Augusta Pierce, Mrs. A. L. White, MisB
Elizabeth Snowman and Capt. T. M.
and procured a box at
Moore’s drug Btore.
Nicholson.
They acted directly on my kidneys, and as
J.
Oct. 26.
the result I was relieved in a
remarkably
SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
short time. 1 have used Doan’s Kidney
Dills several times since and have never
Pearl Gott, of Bluehill, is building a
new' house for E. B. Simpson.
failed to obtain the same
prompt and satAlice Preble, who has been visiting her
isfactory relief.”
Dor sale by all dealers. Price SO oents. mother, Mrs. Arch Henderson, has returned to Buckaport.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
Mrs. Georgia Conary, of Buckaport, who
•ole agents for the
United States.
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. A. W.
Demember the name—Doan’s—and take Eaton, has returned home.
no other.
C.
Oct. 26.

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
••aled tank, at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned ,ix
time,.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

Boston on business. Mrs. Grace Limeburner is in the store while Mr. Limeburner is away.

_

6-0.

“Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity.”
Prof. Wm, Jago,
the well-known English chemist.
grades

in

Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing only.
WEST SURRY.
The E. M. C. S. football team played
They cure sick kidneys.
Ellsworth high at Ellsworth Saturday,
Master George Conary is spending
ey cure backache, every kidney ill.
adding another victory to its credit— vacation at East Orland.
rs.

Purest Flour

Brooksville, after spending the summer
with her brother, James Grindle.
O. P. Limeburner and George Hart are

Friday evening. Proceeds for the cemetery fund. Nearly money enough has been

THE

Oct. 4, 1900.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

..

Mrs. O.

Mrs. Robert Ladd has returned to West

Commencing,

To all persons untreated In either of
tales hereinafter named.
<4
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, f» aadl
for the county of Hancock, on the fifths
4
day of October, a. d. 1909.
following: matters having boon prosen ted for the action thereupon he reinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that ae<
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Kike*
worth American, a newspaper published aft
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Rift*,
worth, in said county, on the second daw
of November, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clow
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
MARIA F. WOOD, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Abby E. Wood.
Bluehlll, Oct. 8, 1909.

THE

Clara A. Heath, late of Verona, in said}
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Oscar P. Cunningham, the executor therein haraed.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said C«urW
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
subscribers hereby give notice thei&
they have been duly appointed execu-

THE

tors of the will and codicil of
WILLIAM REED HUNTINGTON, date ot
the city, county and state of NEW YORK,
and have been, in accordance with the terms of
said will, exempted from giving bond as such*.
All persons having demands against the
estate of
said deceased are desired to
the same for-settlement, and all inebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Not being reeidents of the State of Mainet
we have appointed Luere B. Deasy, of Eden,
Hancock county, State of Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, as our
agent and attorney for the purposes specified,
in Section 43 of Chapter 66 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine.
Northeast Harbor, Maine, Octobers, 1909.
Francis C. Huntington..
Wm. G. Thompson.

Sresent

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
E. LADD (formerly CLEMENT^
EMMA
late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said wilL
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBertrand EL Cuek.
mediately.
Bar Harbor, Oct. 15, 1909.

THE

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
WILLIAM

LIMEBURNER, late of BROOKSVILLB,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persona
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same lor
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Myre R. Limkhcknort.
Brooksville, Oct. 15, 1909._

given

subscriber

notice

iiuk.

hereby
he has been duly appointed admAa.1#
THE
trator of the estate of
gives

LOTTIE M. HIGGINS, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county of Hancock, deceased., and.
given bonds as the law directs. AH persona
having demands against the estate of
>r
deceased are desired to present the same
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
quested to make payment immediately.
Edmond J. Wuju*-..
Ellsworth, Oct. 6, 1969.
subscriber

notice

thav
hereby gives
he has been duly appointed admin-,
THE
istrator D. B. N. C. T. A. at the estate o!
EVA B. HINCKLEY, late of EDEN,,
the county of Hancock, deceit**?, and
given bonds as the law directs. A?f persons*
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sum* tor
settlement, and all indebted thereto as*
quested to make payment immediatelv.
Harold Hinckley.
Bangor, Me., Oct. 6, 190J.
in

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed admiufetrator of the estate of
HASKELL LEACH, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased. and
given bonds as the law directs.
AD persons
having demands against the kUU
of said deceased are desired to present tha
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
are requested to make payment immediately*
Edwin R. Lkacia.
Newport, Me., Oct. 6,1909.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminlatratrix of the estate of
ELBRIDGE GERRY COLBY, latent

THE

BUCKSPORT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, ar
given bonds as the law directs. All w
sous having demands against the estate
in

said deceased are desired to present the »
for settlement, and all indebted thereu
requested to make payment immediate tea
Martel a Ann
Bucksport, Oct. 6, 1909.

COUNTY NEWS,
For -uldihonai

Omafy T«w

Bluehill,

the winter.

Gouldsborc

is in

Oapt. and Mrs. Deasy intertained
friends at dinner Sunday.

a

Mrs. Henry Knapp, of Scranton, Pa.,
and Miss Caroline Latimer, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., returned to their homes last week.
Oct. 25.
Sim.

few

_

Harvey Hay left Saturday for Wytopitlock on his annual hunting trip.
is

WEST EDEN.
Liston Mayo and John Pray went
Boston last Thursday for the winter.

Miss Julia Guptill, clerk at L. P. Cole’s,
on a hunting trip to Roach river.
Dr. L. L.

Boren,

have

to

Miss Katherine Miland, of Boston, is
Miss Miguest of Mrs. Edith Rich.
land expects to go to Bermuda next
month.

Larrabee and wife, of Van
been here fora few days.

the

Miss Annie Handy arrived Sunday from
Smithville where she has been several

Winnie Reed and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visiting Mr. Reed’s sister, Mrs. Agnes
Mayo. Mrs. Mamie Reed, of Southwest

weeks.

are

Mrs. Abbie Norris, of Winter Harbor,
has been a.recent guest of her sister, Mrs.
J. W. Cote.

Harbor,

IbeJnoeAEri5TK3?3Qa^®l

i

The Shoe 5eh\Piceabl&

S|

Are combined in La France;

,

In looks—the perfection of grace end beeuty.
In fit
faultless. In servkeebittv— unsurpassed.
We urge you to come in end see the new models—
no obligation to purchase.
When you see them you will wonder how so much
beeuty, st\ le. and quality can be put into a shoe selling
for from $3 to 54. And they ere ns comfortable as
—

they

are

beautiful.

Don’t vou think it will be worth your while to drop
in end see the latest La France productions for Fall
end Winter? Come in the very next time you ere
down town.

C.

L.

MORANG,

Ellsworth,

Maine.

$150.00 GIVEN AWAY
to the 5 Persons

sending

us

the best

reasons

why

Malden Rubbers T.ti..B«.
pete

by

*
Every one who has ever owned a pair of Maidens* is eligible to comfor these Prizes. Merely send with your answer a receipt signed

dealer stating that

your

you have

$20 Given
“
$10

for the Best Answer.

$50 Ghn
“
$40 **

“

2nd

M

*on

U

Qril
Oil

“

“

^

«

had Midden Rubbers from him.

IIgka jrour

for 4th Best Answer.
“

jni»erj

“

5th

“

TTTcontain 100 worsts or leas.

50 Pairs Rubbers Given Away
SO

Bright, Snappy Replies
be rewarded by

a

not receiving Prizes will each
pair of Malden Rubbers

Coolest Closes

Prize Winners
will be decided
by three

impartial Judges

I

Dec. 15. 1909
money

►

for yocr

Christmas Cheer

have

gone to jGouldsboro
winter with their aunt,

to

j
| Spurting.
W.

spend

Mrs.

son

Mr.
generously shared with friends.
Hew ins left Friday for his home in Dorchester, Mass.

parlor sceue, which are receiving
compliments.
George W. Allen and wife entertained
dinnerparty Saturday, followed by an

Covers were hud for
party.
fourteen. The hospitality of the 'Allens
is so well known that it is hardly necessary
to add that the occasion was one of much
evening

enjoyment.
C.

|

Aroostook, is,home.

GOL LD8BOKO.

Frank Dunbar has gone to Brockton,
inter.

Leach,

was

a

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO., Portland, Me.

Jennie these, of Prospect Harbor,
is visiting friends here.

of

Frank

W. Dunbar, of

Penobscot, has
house in the

moved
family
Perkins district owued by his
L?_ac Dunbar.
his

into the

great

a

Charles F. Wardwell is having a gasoline er.:rine installed in a large fishing
boat wnich he recently pureha»ed of
%’erona parties, and will begin scallop
tishing Nov. 1.
Oct. 25.
L.
_

success.

Mann, of Surry, spent
with Mrs. Whitney Grindell.
Sargent aad wife are spending a

last week
Fred J.

few weeks with

Bangor Daily Com’l during
of May, June, July, August
and September had in its local columns
The

101
in&ances of

relatives in Massachusetts.

Charles Dority, of Bar Harbor, has been
visiting his parents, Keuel Dority and wife.
Gancello Herrick and wife, of South

3tontiscuums»

The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.

and women, students of

men

Oct. 25.

gffirring positions

There is

s

disease

prevailing

3“,v>
deaths

|E

in die business world

A

Jen.

son was

wife, Oct.

in this

3
are

caused

by it—heart disease, pneumonia,

failure or
apoplexy are often
the result of kidIf
ney disease.
kidney trouble is
allowed to advance
the kidney-poison-

RESULTS COUNT
T

^

eu

uiouo

win

at-

tack the vital organs, cansing catarrh of
the bladder, brick-dnst or sediment in
the urine, head ache, back ache, lame

back, dizziness, sleeplessness,

born to Eptariam IX-Beck, and

24.

Bangor.
Clifford Herrick and wife, of Berlin,
H., visited in town last week.
week's visit in

W. T.

BRUBAKER. Manager.

day and op.
American, $2.50 per day

European, $1

per

and up.
The only moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence m

PHILADELPHIA.
ELUWOKTM

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
*MO

FAT.

NO

WANS**.*

ELECTRICAL S2LT
Fall Llass of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AND FIXTURES.
VMm ■
ANDREW M
MOOR.
M. a. ESTKY a CO.,
Kllswortii.
VBIT BHD BBIDGB, KLLSWOKTH. MB. ; Maui St,
All kind* of ianodry work done at abort
Qoodt called tor and delivered.

notice

as as

N\

Mrs. L. Gleason, wife of Sapt. Gleason
the water works, came last week to re*
main until the work is finished.
of

C. P. Moon, who was
badly injured
week, is somewhat improved. His
mother, from Portsmouth, N. H., is with
him.
last

The Stonington band
boys had an
entertainment and ball in the opera house

Friday evening. Quite
money
band.

was

raised

for

a

large

sum

of

the benefit of the

Mr. Whitney, of West Bangor, accompanied by his housekeeper, Anna Davis,
visited her brother, W. W. Tibbetr, last
week.

Granville Jellison returned
to New
York Friday. His sister, Miss Laura
Laliy, accompanied him, to take a
lucrative position there.
Mrs. Everett Higgins and children, of
Lamoine, are visiting her parents. E. S.
Laliy and wife. Mr. Higgins, who accom-

panied them,

returned home

Monday.

Mrs. Harriet Salisbury, a resident of
this town until a few years ago, is here
with her son Aaron, to remain until
Herman, the son with whom she lives,
moves here from Somesville.

the catarrh is a much more ration*i
treatment than to give palliatives that
only relieve the patient of on or taot%

disagreeable symptoms.
It is claimed for Peruna that it is &q
internal systemic catarrh remedy,and
reaches the catarrh in whatever orgia
it happens to be located.
MI was cured of a severe attack of inflamraationof the bowels by taK;n? p*.
runa. I am glad to recommit! \ Peruna
to any one/*—Mr*. J. J. 1
^g
Water St., San Aut.ato, Texas.
eight month*.

OAK POINT.

in the esteem

John Conner* and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are visiting at Melvin Marshall

tbe citizen* of

W. U. i-add, who has been visiting hia
brother, Emerson Ladd, has retarded to
New Hampshire.

George B. Murcb, who has been visiting
F. L. Murch and family, has returned to

nervous-

bis work

George W. Rodick, jr., has gone to Bar
Harbor to work for Charles Shand while
he is on a visit to Scotland.
O.
Oct. 25.
SURRY.
C. X. Beede
vetermne of the

John W. Sounder*,
Civil war, are very ill.
and

E. N. Osgood went to Bar Harbor
days ago and bought a pair of horses
a

use on

his

to

Opt. Harry Wood and Edmond Jarvis
load of Christmas trees to
carry to Sew York in Capt. Wood’s vessel.
Although we cannot boast of any large
farms, yet some good crops of potatoes
have been raised here this year. H.
H. Phillips raised seventy-one bushels
from two bushels of seed and Willard
Dow raised 110 from rive bushels.
8.
Oct. 25.
are

cutting

a

EAST BLCEHl CD.

or

on

He tfas born in Hast Ed*

of his mt»* nic br i-iLen* and
Sedgwick.
During the last five weeks of bi> iilne**
he was tenderly cared for by LA daughter,
•* son
Mrs. George W. Adams, a *
--.ness ia
Arthur W.„ who left their
maioni to
Haverhill to respond to the
his bedside.
Service*

were

held

the h«»

at

afternoon. Rev. K. Sanderson
He

was

ployed

in A rues bury,

Maas.,

were

called

by her ill ness. She leaves one other
brother—Frederick. Funeral services will
be held Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Interment will be at Southwest Harbor.
Oct. 27.
C.
home

SEDGWICK.
Colombia chapter. O. E. S., will hold
business meeting Nov. 5.

a

Mrs. Cora A. Eaton will leave to-day for
New York, where her daughter, Mias
Mildred, is very ill.
The young ladies are making arrangefor a dance on November 1.
Music by Kelley’s orchestra.

ments

Mrs. T. A. Smith, accompanied by
Master "Paul, went to Rockland Thursday
to join her sitter, Mrs. H. A. Small, who
ii on a trip of inspection as a district
depnty of the O. E. 8.

Mrs. H. B. Marks is visiting in StoningOBITUARY.

ton.

Mrs. Evelyn Hatchings and daughter
Dora are home from Plainfield, X. J.
Mrs. Nellie Bidlon and daughter Leila
visited in Rockland and Vinalhaven last

Sunday
ding.

buried with masonic b

H.

Oct. 25.

steamer

Southwest Harbor three years ago. Her
father and brother Arthur, who were em-

few

farm.

Jonathan W. Penney, an honored resident of this village, died Thursday morning at the age of seventy-seven years,

based

-lent

William E. Wescott ha, bar ■*:-d 5GQ
of potatoes and 30) of turnips.

bushels

rr
Annie Urindle spent teal week with
sister. Mrs. EtBe Bracey, at Seal lisibor.
H. D. Cunningham and wife are reeeiring congratulations on the birth of a boy.

lewis and Leyi Gillis and Marion Dus*
bar returned last week from Goldenridge,
where they have been employed in the potato fields.
DOct. 25.
__

ORLAND.
Charles H. Wood had the misl rtuneto
cat an ugly gaah in his toot last week.
He will be confined to the house soma
time.

All are pleased to hear thst Mrs. William French, who went through such a
terrible experience recently, arrived safely
in

Plymouth, Mass., Friday.

Mrs. Isaac Fair brother was summoned
to Washington, D. C., last week by the
rious illness of her husband, who had unAt last
dergone an surgical

operation.

reports Mr. Fairbrother

was

improving.

Oct. 25.

D-

atbmufnunti.

weak.

Master Ouy Grindle spent last week
with his grandparents, A. J. Grindle and
wife, in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. John Charnley, Mrs. William
Farnsworth and little daughter Nellie are
In dedgwick for a few weeks.
Oct. 25.
R.
_

Midway between Broad at. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert t»t.

Schooner Jessie Bishop, Capt. Norton,
is at the Benvenne wharf loading stone
for the Manhattan bridge.

The Goose Cove sew ing circle will have
annual fair at Poverty hall, Nov. 2.

the kidneys themselves break
down and waste away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
BIRCH HARBOR.
from a derangement of the kidneys and
better health in that organ is obtained
The new bridge is completed and open.
quickest by a proper treatment of the kidMrs. Amo* Leighton is in the hospital at
neys. Swamp-2ioot corrects inability to
for treatment.
hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, Bangor
and overcomes that unpleasant
Mrs. Nellie Beveridge and daughter, of
necessity
of being compelled to go often through Rockland, are visiting relatives here.
the day, and to get up many times during
E. L. Pettee and wife, who have spent
the night. The mild and immediate effect
of Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy the cummer at Beal Harbor, were home
is soon realized. It stands the highest be- over Sunday.
Oct.
cause of its remarkable health
restoring
26._C.
properties. A trial will convince anyone.
WEST 8TONINGTON.
is
to
take
and
is
Swamp-Root pleasant
sold by all druggies in fifty-cent and
Mrs. D. M. Fifield is ill.
one-dollar size bottles. Von may have a
J. A. Gott and wife drove to Bucksport
sample bottle and a book that tells all
about it, both sent free by mail. Address, Tuesday and returned Thursday.
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. V.
Lyman Stinson, R. F. D. carrier, who
When writing mention reading this gen- has spent a vacation in Boston, is home.
I
erous offer -n this paper.
Don’t make
Mrs. Carolina Hamblen and Margaret
any mistake, but remember the name,
Mill* have recently bad their bouses
and
don’t
let
a dealer sell
Swamp-Root,
vou something in place of Swamp-Root—
painted.
if you do you will be disappointed.
Oct. 25.
Mum.
ness,

WINDSOR HOTEL

lapt. Grover, ot steamer Pemaquid, Is
on a gunning expedition with a
party of friends.
in town

its

Mrs. Frank Dunham has returned from
a

ouuuca

6 heart

A reference to the filee oI the Com! will eabAeatiete

•*«

Mr*. L C. Knowlton, who has spent the
at the Kimball house, Isle au
Haut, is home

summer

were

AMHERST.

country most dangerous because so deeep-

College

The Shaw

Mrs. Lamaster, of Kentucky,
guff
•with Internal Catarrh and
*•
Finally Relieved by Pe ru

weeks.

Peraaquid.
NORTH BIA’EHU.L.
Harold Kenniston and wife are the
Dorothy, the nineteen-year-old daughwife
W.
Grindal
and
are
George
visiting proud parents of a girl, born Oct. 17.
ter of Horace Grind!*, died Tuesday, Oct.
liarland
Cunningham has ;
in Lynn, Mass.
There will be a pie sociable and sale 26, after a short illness of typhoid fever. Frank Stover's farm.
Albert Dority and wile have returned
She was a bright, lovable girl, aad popuM ihh Isabel ilodge, of Deer S'Wednesday evening, Oct. 27, in grange
to their home at Lynn, Mass.
lar with ail. The family moved here from
hall.
last week at ii. 8. Dunbar a.

Mrs. Charles

months

Refreshments

served.

brother,

Norman Gray, who has been employed
the steamer J. T. Morse, is at home.

the

of his heavy work

Miss

on

COUNT

one

Saturday.

work for

Mrs. P. B. Billings was the guest of her
daughter at Bluehill last week.
Mrs. E. O. Thwaites has been visiting
her sister at South Brooksville.

RESULTS

Twenty-Six Yeai

Penobscot, is doing
Mrs. Nettie tonners, of Boston, who has
dington, July 2-4, 1832, and in lx>; noved
carpenter
Hooper A Dunbar.
spent some weeks with her mother, Mrs.
to Sedgwick mud follow ed the (veupatioa
Mrs. Frank Witbaxu visited her daugh- M. E. Rolfe, has returned home.
of blacksmith.
For several year* be mas
ter, Mrs. Colby Gray, of Castine, last
The dance at Bay View hail Wednesday
Nathan Salisbury and wife, Emery in government employ at the l-iaada of
week.
night was well attended. Refreshments Willey, wife and children, went on a visit Vinslhsvcn and Hurricane.
For the lan flfceen years be ha :
en re*
Mrs. W. 8. Bridges, of Penobscot, is vis- were served at the Bay View house.
to relatives in Brewer last Sunday.
All
iting her parents, Capt. Edwin Ordway
The Methodist Sunday school gave a returned last Tuesday except Messrs. tired from active business li?., living
at his home here.
and wife.
picnic in Freeman hall, Friday afternoon, Salisbury and Willey who remained to quietly
He was the Aral master of
r mog^i
Capt. Ezra Conner, who recently re- to which both Methodist and Baptist Sun- dig potatoes for a week.
lodge, F. and A. M., and lived a:: x. mplary
Oct. 25.
Davis.
turned from a coasting trip, visited his old day schools were invited. The picnic was
and upright life, and held a ti
position
attended by both old and young and was
home here last week.
Harris

SARGENTV1DLE.

Write to New England Agents for Malden Rubbers

Frank Libby lost
horses

Miss Iva Leach, of Penobscot,
guest at M. W. Grin die 's last week.

Work at the J. 1.. Goss quarry at Moose
island has been suspended tor several

in*.

Mrs. M. A. Hamor spent a few- days last
her niece, Mrs. F. A. Power, at
Miss Josephine Dunbar it teaching tn week with
i West Eden.
i
Patten.
The friends of Jared Reed and Mrs. I
Miss Lizzie Snow is home from her
Ellen Reid sympathize with them in the
school in Orland.
death of their mother, which occurred at
Mrs. Mary Wescott is having her buildNortheast Harbor Friday.
ings reshiugled.
Oct. 25.
RedWing.
Ralph Snow, who has been employed in

w

For

STOMNUT OS.

Schooner Mystic, one of the Gilbert
Quite a number from here attended the
MRS. W. W. LAMA ST E |{,
j reception at Eden given by J. H. Thomas Transportation Co.*« vessels that was
SUFFERED for twenty > x
| and wife, in honor of their son Charles, libelled for supplies, has made settlement
yttrf
i who, with his bride, has just returned and was allowed to go with her load of
1 with bladder and kidney
iroubj.
i from Boston. They have the best wishes stone for the Cape Cod canal.
ad
and
ri«ed
to
being
give I’erunaatra?
j
Miss Caro M. Parker and Kugene H. j I did so, and am thankful *o say that
j of their many friends.
Oct.
25.
M.
of
bottles
Peruna
and three
eight
Thoriow
were
married
at their own home
|
tiotdia
|
on Wednesday evening. Rev. J. P. Simon* : of Manalin entirely cured me of
thR
MOUNT DESERT.
ton officiating. Many friends were pres- ; trouble, and I am a* well a * ev.
r.n-^
II. R. Hysomis home for a vacation,
W.
W.
Lamas
8127
Me
a
ent.
Refreshments were served.
ter,
The
.\t*Fred Smith, who has been employed in couple were liberally remembered with i Louisville, Ky.
Bar Harbor, is home.
presents. Their many friends extend conCatarrh Causes Kidney Disease.
Mrs. Alton C. Brown (visited in Boston gratulations.
Catarrh is a frequent cau^ nf fcjg,
Oct. 26.
Nihil.
and Rockland last week.
I ney disease. The pelvis of the k;d.
m ys, as well as the tubu!- *, u
Miss Fannie Richardson is visiting her
OTIS.
with mucotw membrane, and L u:Pr*.
parents, L. K. Richardson and wife.
Miss Isabelle Warren is employed at
fore subject to catarrhal
Mrs.
condition.
Lyman Somes is visiting her Martin Garland's, Lakewood, for a few |
Sometimes the catarrh U so ?: _ht as to
daughter. Mrs. J. A. Letbiecq, in Brewer. weeks.
no
cause
attention. Other time* itltafc
Mrs. Kate Roberts, of Northeast HarMisses Lyda and Lora Young are visitup to very serious condition*.
bor, is visiting her sister, Mrs. M. A. ins: their sister, Mrs. Gilbert
at
Leacb,
Any remedy capable of roitlgitfag
Leland.
Cast

NORTH CASTINE.

Mass., (or the

other page*

j

and a
many

Oct. 25.

week.

ter

!

P. He wins and party returned from

gunning cruise in the Guy Francis on
Thursday, with 135 sea fowl, which they
his

a

a

grange
afternoon and

Ownty Xetr*.

j

Brewer

Mrs. George Shaw, of Gouldshoro Point,
painting scenery for the Knights
of Pythias for use in Columbus hall. She
has painted a drop curtain, a landscape

spend

View

feature.

the

has been

to

will bold its
fair Tuesday
evening, Oct.
28. The football game between the married and single men promises to be quite a

F. Bruce leaves to-day to Join F. F.
Hill and Irving Stockwell. of Boston, for
hunting trip at Wytopitlock.
Mrs. Albert Yeaton and infant

Saturday

came

Mountain

W.

a

COUNTY NEWS.

Fr*e Additional

county.
Mrs. Emery Herrick is spending several
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Fred J.
Littlefield, at Winterport.

W. F. Brace has had his house painted.
Albert Yeaton has gone to Portland foi
Jennie Chase
visiting relatives.

visiting friends in

bean

Llewellyn Gray has returned home after
spending the summer in Aroostook

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Miss

have

town.

other pogrt

ere

One Doctor—Only One
No sense in running from one doctor to another! Select
the best one, then stand by him. No sense either in frying
this thing, that thing, for your cough. Carefully, deliberately select the best cough medicine, then take it Stick
to it Ask your doctor about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for
throat and lung troubles. Sold for nearly seventy years.
No alcohol in this cough medicine. J.c. AyerCo.,LowtllMa*
Why try this thing, that thing, (or your constipation? Why not stick to the good
old reliable family laxative—Ayer's Pills? Ask your doctor if he approves this advice.

KEEP WELL!.
Ho need to b« tick. People who regularly use the true "L. F."
Atwood’s Bitten never suffer from constipation, sick headache,
indigestion or biliousness. Get a bottle of this reliable old medicine and begin taking it now. Sold at all good stores, jj cti. a bottU,
jam *L.
sad

No. Hma, Mb.
P.* Amhb <*» PiUwB with f«at
it

-*-

le^rnwrifsrine

trouble*.

Hunk

a

-W. L. Ax*.

